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Weekly sports show cut from limelight for now
by Sarah Tieck

has given 1'Husky Magazine" 10 half-hour
shows in a traQe-off as
pan of a business
After five years, "Husky Magazine," a arrangement
which
student-produced sports television show gives it the , right to
featuring men's and women's athletics, will broadcast the SCSU
not be shown on Midwest Sports Channel . hockey game against
starting winter quaner.
the U of M. MSC has
According to Barry Wegener, director of contracted with the
Marketing and Communications. this Gophers for exclusive
decision was purely business. Kevin Smith, rights to broadcast the
director of programming at MSC, said it was games played in the
an issue of semantics and SCSU's decision to Twin Cities.
broadcast its hockey games on KMSP.
Still, each school
According to Wegener. in past years MSC owns the broadcast rights to its own games.
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

[

Faculty
strike

pending?
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

An almost unanimous show of hands signified
the faculty's stance on a strike authorization vote
and a possible strike.
_
,
The sho~ of support came from faculty attending
Wednesday's contract negotiations meeting update
in Centennial Hall.

,
♦

Because of this, SCSU contracted with "Husky Magazine" next quarter seems
KMSP, a station which is shown in St. Cloud · vindictive.
as well as the Twin Cities area, giving it
'They consider that undue competition,"
broadcast rights to six hockey games this Mills said.
year.
Mills said MSC was very upset about
This contract includes the Dec. 20 game SCSU's decision to air the Gophers' game on
against the Gophers. MSC is also planning to KMSP.
broadcast this game, and according to
He said MSC put a lot of pressure on
Wegener, it objects to the fact SCSU is airing SCSU to give it exclusive rights to the
its home game against the U of M on KMSP. broadcast; however, the school was not
"We took off St. Cloud_ State legally bound and had already signed with
programming when they partnered with a KMSP.
competitor of ours," Smith said.
Mark Mills, adviser of "Husky
Go TO PROGRAM, PAGE 3 •
Magazine," said he felt the decision not to air

Every day, more and more people
become infected with the HIV virus. If
someone is not infected with the virus,
he or she will assuredly be affected in
his or her lifetime. Researchers in the
medical field work to find a cure, a
treatment, to provide hope and a way
overthe brick wall for the victims of
HIV. Educators work to prevent
infections, because modem medicine is
not yet able to pick up the pieces of this
disease. Still, HIV and AIDS continue to
spread.

o;::nizlt~~~ b!~~ul~
directors, the group who
represents the faculty in
bargai_ni~g and contract
nego11at10ns,
meets
Friday. At this meeting

fi~?::

~~~

co~s~de~?
arbitration. This motion may
matter onJy in recognition of the
operating rules, because IFO anticipates MnSCU
will refuse binding into arbitration. The next step is
a strike authorization vote.
According to Bill Langen, local action
coordinator for the SCSU Faculty Association and
chair of, Foreign Languages department, some
members of the SCSU faculty are paid so poorly that
they qualify for foo::I stamps. With approximately 60
faculty positions currently open, he said they are
having a tough time drawing the best available
teachers because they are not paying them
adequately.
"We're supposed to be integrating to a faculty of
color, and we're inviting them to a salary available
for food stamps?" Langen said.
Langen added. "Sure, I'd be happy to sec more
instead of less in my check. But if that's all this
was about, I wouldn't be terribly excited.
Symbolically, I can't stand being humiliated like
this."
The implications of a strike rest mainly on
salary disputes. According to Bruce Romanish,
head of the IFO Negotiations Team and professor
in the College of Education, his side decided not
to start its bidding ridiculously high. Instead, he
said they starf:ed with a 6-percent increase in
salary for the upcoming year. an offer
they considered reasonable.

Go TO STRIKE, PAGE 6•

Photos by Sara KirldSTAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

People at the candlelight ceremony were
invited to sign loved ones' names in the
Book of Remembrance. Danielle Plude leads
the ceremony as Diane Deters lifts incense
to help children killed by AIDS to heaven.

Cultural diversity training scheduled
Student Government
attendance required
by Riley Worth
ASSISTANT MANAG/fJG EDITOR

This , weekend SCSU Student
Government will host · the monthly
MSUSA Board of Directors meeting and
will incorporate a cultural diversity
training.
'
MnSCU's director of cultural diversity
Tim Price will conduct a three-hour
cultural diversity training session this
Saturday. For all Student Government
representatives, the training session is
mandatory. Student Government President

~[o;j][i;IJ'jj'

I Government I
Christy Hovanetz said the training session
is not required for representatives from
other colleges, but assumes most will be
there because it is a hot topic.
"It's going to focus on racism, but an
undercurrcnce of all the -isms will be
touched on," Hovanetz said.
The training session comes about after
Student Government voted unanimously
to pass a resolution titled, "Enhance
Diversity at SCSU; Diversity being
defined as the philosophy of inclusion and
synergy of all people."
"We feel this is very Important

obviously," said Public Relations
Chairman Christian Rothe of the
resolution and the training session. "We
feel it's not only goo::1 lo get training for
representatives of SCSU, but also wanted
to share our experiences and discuss
openly with other colleagues of the other
six state universities,"
Hovanetz said she originally had
trouble getting the training session on the
agenda for this meeting due to a
miscommunication.
"I was originally granted only 45
minutes,"
said • Hovanetz
of
the training. "But after explaining it to (the
officers at the MSUSA office) they were
more than willing to give it
three hours."

••
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CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
committee of the American Accounting worst of the shortage.
Center for Holocaust Accounting students aAssociation.
About 50 awards are presented
"Anyone who's hiring now is really
struggling," said Jim Bruce, general store
l!hnuaJly..
Education hosts
win scholarship
manager at K-Mart.
Gretchen Gallus and Scacy Lindgren are Worker shortage not
speaker Monday
two accounting majors who have each been
UPS food drive falls
The SCSU Center for Holocaust granted $1,000 scholarships fro m · the seen in St. Cloud
Education presents its third speaker this American Society of Women Accountants.
short of expectations
Monday at 7 ·p.m. in the Atwood Little
The Minneapolis - St. Paul chapter of the
While businesses in the Twin Cities may
Theatre.
Henry Oertelt, a Minneapolis resident
who is a survivor of the Auschwitz
concentration camp in Poland, will speak
about his experiences free of charge.
Born in Berlin, Oertelt was interned in two
camps during ·world War 11 He is now a
retired businessman and Holocaust educator
who lectures all over the state.
For more infonnation about Oertelt's
presentation or the Center for Holocaust
EduCation, contact co-directors Lynn Bryce at
252~9263 or Scott Bryce at 255-4205.

organization awards two scholarships each
year. The money comes from a trust in the·
name of Mildred Dahl.
The chapter will forward one name from
this year's recipients to the national level.
Last year, SCSU's Roxanne Thompson won a
$3,000 national scholarship.
. Another SCSU accounting student has
also won an important award. Kerri
Lundrigan, senior, has been selected to
receive the Arthur H. Carter scholarship for
1997. Recipients of this scholarship are
chosen from a national pool of candidates by

feel the absence of employees during the
Holiday season, local busin~ pwners are
pleased with the area's surplus of college
help.
.
State employment and economic offices
are warning of a crisis worker shortage fueled
by the booming economy. The prediction has
employers scrambling to satisfy a 3.8 percent
predicted increase in Holiday sales.
Local -stores ai;-e not worried by the
warnings. The area's three colleges, technica]
college and other centers for higher education
seem to have insulated St Cloud from the

The University Public Safety food 4rive
on Nov. 13 fell short of expectations as they
brought in around 65 pounds of food; The
food was then do'nated to the Salvation Anny
of St. Cloud. According to senior officer
Aaron Stellmach, last spring UPS generated
over 400 pounds of food .for the Salvation
Army. "We met with minimal success," UPS
DirectOr Miles Heckendom said. Stellmach
said the low numbers were caused because of
weather arxl parking problems.
UPS plans on having a food.drive once a
quarter.

@

STATE &·NATION BRIEFS

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
THURSDAY
Movie
~Private PartsM will be shown
Thursday through Sunday at
7 & 9:30 p.m. in the Atwood
Little Theatre.

Arcl)ilt1ctural process
Will be on display in,Ule
Atwood Balli'oom display
case through Dec. 29. The
display is·courtesy of
Grooters Leapalt Tideman
Architects of St. Cloud.

FRIDAY
Broadcast
KVSC, 88.1 FM, working in
partnership with the SCSU
music department. will
rebroadcast the fall quarter
Percussion Collective as part
of KVSC's World Beat
program. The program will
be featured at 5 p. m.
Saturday.

Conference
Beginning Friday, SCSU will
host a Minnesota State
University Student
Association Conference.
This conference is a chance
for student leaders of the
seven universities in the
MnSCtl system to get
together and discu&s current
issues.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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Phillies owner · Six arrested in
may not support suspected hate
Twins' move
crime in Denver
Philadelphia Phillies owner Bill
Giles said he may not support the
pending sale of the Minnesota
Twins
to
North Carolina
businessman Don Beaver.
Giles said l'!e would only
approve the sale and relocation of
the Twins if there will definitely be
a proper facility built in North
Carolina
Beaver's lawyer, George Little
said he did not expect final approval
of a sale by Twins owner Carl
Pohlad and the subsequent
relocation of the team to come from
Major League Baseball until May.

YFARS AGO,,,

More than 80 students were
displaced from housing within two
blocks of what was then campus.
A campus planning official told
reporters nearly 40 houses were
scheduled 10 be removed from a
three-block area in preparation for-a
new building, parking facilities for
the structure and also for a block of
parking adjacent to the new
building.
1be three blocks were located in
the area of Third Avenue and Sixth
Street. The official also said some
of Halenbeck Hall's parking areas
were to be turned into recreational
fields. That area is now the playing
field between Halenbeck Hall and
the Mississippi River.
Thomas Braun, director of
Auxiliary Services, said in a report
to
Legislative
Building
Commission that current SCSU
parking needs totaled more than
5,600 vehicles. He added that a
parking ramp in the area designated
by the new project was the best
possible solution. ~-

an ~ti~~:~c~fi~~ ~r:::ys after

1\vo U ofM
programs to
merge soon

28,000 couples
take Wedd.mg

Six people were arrested
Next month, , task force is
Thanksgiving Day in Denver for
expected to recommend the
allegedly beating a black woman
University of Minnesota's School
who asked if lhev were skinheads.
VOWS
of Journalism
and
Mass
Shomie Francis, 26, told police
Communication join with the
she was beaten ai a 7-Eleven store
Last Saturday in Robert F. Department
of
Speechearly Thanksgiving Day.
Kennedy Stadium in Washington Communication.
Witnesses told police Francis D.C, 28,000 couples - most long
Tosomejoumalismprofessorsit
approached the suspects and asked married and 2,500 newly matched seems like abandonment of a
them at least three times if they • couples - paid $70 each to take part program which helped pioneer
were skinheads. But that "does not in a marriage affirmation ceremony journalism education in this
justify any type of racial comment sponsored by the Unification country.
or physicaJ violence," said Denver Church, which believes cross- ·
'This is a department that used
detective Virginia Lopez.
cultural Illatchmaking will unite the to matter on this campus," said Don
Five adults and one juvenile world. 'The real weddings will come Gillmor, a joum"alism professor and
were arrested for investigation of later at separate legal ceremonies.
expert on media law. "It doesn't
ethnic intimidation and assault.
matter anymore."

Saturday
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Bond was set at $!0,000 for the
adults at a court appearance Friday.
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There was a verb3J agreement with MSC to allow _them to
broadcast the game, as they have done in past years, and in
their 5-year working relationship.
"Our intent is to get some great exposure for SCSU,"
Wegener said.
He said the broadcast of the ga·me ·on both channels should
not take any of MSC's audience - it will simply aJlow people
who do not have cable· to watch the game. Ths meails 47
percent more people can see the Gophers play the Huskies on
Dec. 20.
"We're not going to steal any audience, we're just going to
add to it," Wegener said.
The Gophers and the .Huskies face each other for the
second time in January. However, MSC does not have this
game on its calendar to be broadcast. Because of this, they do
not owe SCSU any type of payment, and as a result, '\Husky
Magazine" loses the air time.
.
Mills said conflicts like this have happened in the p<lSt, but,
"Husky Magazine" was not pulled.from the air at those ti'mes.
Mills said he thinks the deci~ion springs from MSC's anger
. over the decision to allow the g.ames to air on KMSP.
"I think they're acting unprofessidnally," Mills said.
.
Wegener said SCSU and the . Athletic Department are
negotiating to buy the air time because it is good exposure for
the school, the athletics department, the students and many
others. He said the school was willing to pay a reasonable
amount for the sfiows, however, MSC's current offer is not
reasonable.
According to Wegener, Smith quoted a price of $1,250 for
a half-hour show. For 10 episodes; the bill would be $12,500.
Wegener said $300 per show or $3,000 each quarter, which
was quoted in years past, would be more reasonable.
''There's a lot of paid programming out there and a lot of
people who want to get on," Smith said, ''We can get those
rates with no problem, noting the school switching to paid air
time would constitute a new account.
~ , For the students involved in the production of this program
every week, this is a loss of exposure - they have been caught
in the crossfire of the contracts and agreements.
"When we were on MSC, we couldn't slack off because we
had to have a show," said Erin .Drew,junior and the executive
producerof"Husky Magazine."
However, Mills said there was the possibility of moving
"Husky _Magazin@'' to .KMSR According to Mills, channel 9
cwkLt,e a better, broader markef!for the student-produced -·
program.
Mills said KMSP would provide exposure for SCSU to
students to thousands of people in the Twin Cities and St.
Cl,~ud - many of these people are graduates of SCSU. Because
channel 9 is not a cable channel and has more of a targeted
audience.
_
"Channel 9 has expressed genuine interest in airing. the
show," he explained and noted he was w~ting for word on the
programming director's decision.
Wegener said the school was looking into other venues for
the show and they would most likely know by Christmas. Hi
said if those options did not work out, "Husky Magazine"
could still run on channel 6, which is the cable public access
channel.
Wegener explained this would still provide the educational
experience for the students involved, although the students and
the school would lose some of the broad exposure of the MSC
market.According to Dre.,,;, some of the student's motivation
would be lost.
"I would love to be on channel 9, I would
love to be on MSC - everyone just wants to~ somewhere,"
Drew said.

Shane Opaa/PHOTO EDfTOR

Erin Drew, executive producer of "Husky Magazine," hopes the program will sign with KMSP-9 laler this week.
"Husky Magazine" had been on Midwest Sports Channel for five years before being dropped this quarter.

Student show will go on
Show will continue
to telecast despite
being cut from MSC
by Sarah Tie,;k
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

If Midwest Sports Channel has
been airing "Husky Magazine," why
stop now?
Bar;ry Wegener, director of
Marketing and Communication at
SCSU and Kevin Smith, director of
programming at MSC, both said it was
a business decision. Smith said M~C's
decision was made when.,the school
contracted with KMSP. Channel 9 has
the rights to broadcast several hockey
games this quarter.
Still, the students who volunteered
their time to produce the weekly show
have been caught in this business
agreement. They are losing the
opportunities offered by the broader
exposure MSC offers and may end up
on TO cable access channel 6. Mark
Mills, adviser of "Husky Magazine,"
noted the students may have new and
better options, such as KMSP.
''The whole crew is very upset
about this,''. said Mark Mills, adviser of
"Husky Magazine."_
What is MSC giving up?
Mills said the 100-percent studentproduced show is very polished and is
high quality material.
"It looks like something on ESPN,"
he said.

The students - mostly Mass "HJJ:Sky Magazine" than she has in a
CommuniCations majors - put in class.
"You start pressing play," she several hours each week and are
volunteers. He noted most colleges and explained, noting she started on
universities pay for shows like this one "Husky . Magazine" as an assistant
to be produced.
~
i;toing grunt work.
''The show will ·go on, but the
This is her second year on the show.
students will not be as motivated," She began working on it after the show
she · w~ originally working on was
Mills said.
canceled.
Erin
Drew,
"It was a
executive
doorof
producer
closing/door"Husky
opening
Magazine," said
the show covers The show will
on, opportunity,"
sports
from
she said.
~' ~veral different.
the stu.~ s
she is ·•,
schools. In the fall
not a huge sports
, they
cover
fan, although she
football, women's
Mark Mills
likes
hockey.
soccer, women's
"HUSKY MAGAZINE" ADVISER
But, becoming a
volleyball and the
producer
and
beginning of the
being
hockey season; in
the winter, men's and women's responsible for the final product of
"Husky Magazine" has improved her
basketball and hockey.
"In sports, you have to be real :::~~~~:on skills, incre~ her
creative, real snappy," Drew
explained, noting her reporters, skills and improved her attention to
anchors and production staff put in detail.
In order to produce anything, Drew
hours ~ven days a week to produce a
noted one has to be organized, be a
high-quality show.
She said people are impressed by leader and be independent She said
the show and are surprised it is pnxlucing "Husky Magazine," which
produced by college students. The is seen around the state,. pushed the
students gain work experience for their studentf):o work harder and expand
resume and also learn and perfect skills themselves.
''The reason we have such a high
which could not be obtained in a
classroom setting. Drew said she has standard is because we've beeil on
learned more from her work with MSC;: shesaid

go
Y!!,lf, :
not be ~ -motivared

Ind

act!~-

Listserv created to hnprove faculty commwucation
TEACHTALK opens new
mailing list to facilitate
faculty discussion
by Julia Peterson
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The Center for Teaching Excellence has
created a listserv, or e-mail mailing list, to
encourage dialogue between faculty
members about their teaching methods.
Roseanna Ross, director of the center and
professor of speech communication, said
there is a core of faculty who wants a way to
communicate· withorit having to set up
meetings.
She also said faculty often·cannot attend
the center's programs or wants to talk further
on subjects. "It will be a way to continue and
extend discussions," she .said.
Gordon Schmitt, systems manager at

r

Academic Computer Services, was contacted ideas. They then receive feedback the next
early fall quarter by the center to work on the time they log on to their e-mail account.
listserv.1be listserv is
Jean Wuz, the center's
called
••
graduate assistant, said
TEACHfALK.
she
took
on
"A listserv is a
1EACJITALK as part of
mailing list of people
her work during fall
who
Want
to
A
is
quarter.
participate,'' Schmitt
She said the project
said. "This list is an einvolved ipvestigating

===~---~===

message, Wirz said. "I did a lot of
communicating with Gordy on what kind of
listserv we wanted."
The welcome message is the statement a
faculty member will receive when they
subscribe to TEAOITALK. It iru;tructs the
subscriber how to setxl a message and how to
exit the list~It also includes a list of to "assist
in promoting good conversation about good
teaching."

llstserv a
tna;,illng list of
1
; 0~ se~d~;~;g:e~.
people who want to : th 0~~~ t~ 1~~~ rro!':~~!t:st!io;>s:r:;;~n~e:~~1~:
~svery~~~buted w~~
· participate.
~p::~~';!r'~ ~ ~~::i;:u~~~Y, ~:u:d:·1 believe
subscribes," he said.

Gordcin Schmitt

meaning.

that

the

Ross said one of the center's goals, is to

r:a:::.

~

fac:i; ~":=;•h! :
SYSTEMS MANAGER AT ACADEMIC ~or:~~~bf;c~an~p:: ,
:~v:~~~;;~ujt~;~:en~f
new teaching methQ<l
LEARNING COMPUTER SERVICES
who do not subscribe, and strategies to meet that goal.
they would like to try
no one at the center
To subscribe to TEACHfALK, e-mail the
or an idea to discuss,
monitors
the address listserv@stcloudstate.edu and type
they can subscribe to the li~JV and type in conversations.
"subscribe teachtalk" in the body of the
their message. Other members who have
"Gordy (Schmitt) helped with directioru; message.
subscribed can resp6nd and tYIJe in their own for subscribing and generating the welcome
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Methods developed to educate university
Racism fight
joins university
community
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR
A speak out on racism on Nov.

13 prompted many faculty and staff ·
to work together on the St. Cloud
State University Program to
Combat Racism and · Racial
Harassment and to Enhance
Cultural Diversity.
Faculty and staff from several
offices and departments helped
with the program, including the
offices of the president and the vice
presidents .. The program has five
objectives which include: a
Rededication of the University
Commitment; Education, Training Shane Opak/PHcrro EDrrDR
and Prevention; Intervention, Gary Cheeseman spoke Nov. 21 at the speak-out in the east lounge in Atwood Memorial Center.
Mediation
and.
Sanctions; The speak-out was designed to let the SCSU community address their concerns about racism.
Establishing a More Diverse
Community; and Definil(t, the concerns on behalf of the human year that will define and explain floing some programs and training
in these areas for' university
University's Commitment and Role dignity of everyone," said Miles diversity and racist acts.
Heckendom, director of UPS.
"We must, through the organizations.
in the Region.
"It invites other organizations !O
1be program deals with issues Heckendom said UPS officers are curriculum, educate students about
that needed to be responded to right constantly provided with sensitivity issues of racism," said Suzanne look at themselves," Schrader said.
away, said Marsha Shoemaker, training on numerous bias issues Williams, Vice President of ''I think that the discussion and
Academic Affairs.
awareness is really what's
director
of
University and will continue to do so with help
they have gotten from organizations
Other plans are for more important."
Communications. "It is weighing
Schrader said many have a
what can be done right away with such as Minority Student Programs sections of courses dealing with
racism in society to be offered for heightened awareness of race issues
what ' should be done right away," and the Women's Center.
Other
spring of I998, so areas that need improvement are
she said.
a .
more being examined. ,
A signed statement dated Nov. ~:~~!fin:n
comprehensive
Also there wi ll be an

:;c:~y~

u~;;;;ity ::;;uni~:~~~~

organizations who came together

~:a;:

!~:::~j~h!~e •:~
have no tolerance for racism, in any
manner or wav. bv anv member of
the St. Cloud State University
Community."
The Education, Training and
Prevention objective includes plans
~~:ult~a:~n;ta;~~!~~~~s~~~::
racism and racial harassment and
reporting of those problems. Some
groups who will take part in tt)Js
training are University Public
Safety, Residential Life, Enrollment
Management, Humlµl Resources,
Recreational Sports, Atwood
Memorial Center and Student Life
offices.
"We need to maintain a
heightened awareness of theSe

student/mentor
implementation of an advocacy and
program
for support program for victims of
students
of racism, harassinent and hate crimes
color,
the including increased communication
involve
addition of a about how to report these problems.
0 :d
counselor . of Security programs in the residence
color Jo the halls, publications and policies. and
during
counseling
training materials will be reviewed
summer
center,
as to how they relate to
orientation,
programming
coT!1mitments to ending acts of
weU as
that heightens , racism.
awareness and
The Intervention, Mediation and
additional
Suzanne Williams
appreciation of Sanctions objectives of the program
orientation
VICE PRESIDENT OF ACADEMIC
diversity,
discuss providing a mechanism for
for students
AFFAIRS
training
for encouraging reporting of racist acts,
of
color,
Student
provides advocacy, thorough
and
Government
investigation, and supports victims.
required
Cards will be made listing
• training for new students that must and increased opportunities for
organizations to contact i11 cases of
be taken befo_re registering for the minority student leadership.
Rhoda Schrader, director of racism and harassment. Lee Bird,
second semester.
Academic Affairs and the University Organizations, said vice president of Student Life and
Faculty Association have also training must be an ongoing Development, described them as
process. Schrader said the Student quick reference cards for where to
~~~~:~mmd3!:! ~h:"r!d~n~n ~!~ . Representative Assembly will be seek
help, the size of an ID card that
Training

~vention

:~~f
::i

We must, through
the curriculum,
educate students
about issues of
racism

would fit into a wa11et.
Barry Wegener, director of
Marketing and Communications
said, the philosophy of the cards is
that victims of racism or
harrassment will not have to scout
around for who to talk to.
The cards are hoped to be
available before the winter break.
The code of conduct will be
reviewed and changed so that those
guilty of racist acts will be severely
punished
through
various
disciplinary options.
Also, the university will create a
means to report racist acts to the
community and the progress on
those incidents.
Establishing a More Diverse
Community
reinforces
the
commitment to affinnative action
in hiring, and expresses a desire for
possible hires to be able to work
well with all faculty and students.
· Recruitment of faculty and
students of color will be improved,
including offering incentives for
possible future fac_ulty ~f color.
Also, .retention of faculty and
· students of color will be improved
along with tenure and promotion of
faculty of·color.
Scholarship and aid programs
for students of color will a1so be
improved to recruit more students
of color.
The University Commitment
and Role in the Region includes
proposing and developing other
educational institutions in the
region. Also, the university will
promote events that encourage
understanding of diversity, doing so
in part by supporting programs
created by students and faculty.
"As an educational institution
we are responsible for teaching
students tO exist outsid& lheie
walls," said Bany Wegener,
director of Marketing and
Communications. He said some
students are not aware of what
symbols like a swastika and
"KK.K"mean.
Wegener said, ."People are leery
of things that are different from us."
He said students need to be taught
that different is not bad.
'There
are
areas
of
responsibility added to different
offices on campus," Wegener said.
He said all of the people and
organizations listed in the program
know what they need to do.

Racial incidents prompt training in residence halls
Security becoming a
concern in the
residence halls
by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS EDITOR

In response to the two racial incidents that
have taken place in Mitchell Ha11 Residentia1
Life is developing training and revie~ng
security methods for residential advisers,
directo~ and residents.
In regards to the second incident that took
place before fall break an open investigation
is being conducted with the St. Cloud Police
Department and Residential Life said Lee
Bird, vice president of Student Life and·
Qevelopment.
.
·
Since these incidents have occurred a
protocol has been developed said Residential
Life Director Michael Hay_man. This protocol
is a written document that states who
residential hall staff should contact if this was

to occur again.
Lee's role for dealing with these kinds of
"We have developed a protocol for bias- incidents is to develop protocols and find
motivated offenses," Hayman said. "This will training that will meet each situations needs.
be used by the residential hall staff and is
The university is also reviewing _the
important for training as
.. .
adequacy of security
well."
••
programs
in the
Along with the ====■••==== re'.sidentia1 ha11.s.
protocol further training
"By January we
of residential hall staff
will be preparing
members on diversity
infonnation on safety
issues will be started on
- and security in regards
Dec. 7 and 8. This
contntitted by
to racial harassment,

Most crimes are

~;~';;ed b t ~

o!;,

tr:or~!:t!~:~ri~~ .
ini;lude hall directors,

students against
students.
Lee Bird

etc.~nS:1!Y~elp

::~~& ~a~:!~t~~

every floor of the

:~de;~~a)

; i~~d
night
Vice PRESIDENT OF SruoENT LlFE
d~f~~~ :~~
H3.yman, Day and
~D DEVELOPMENT.
this idea feasible
Shahzad
Ahmad,
because she wondered
director of Minority
who would witch the
Student~Programs are
cameras. She said this
developing tli.e Residential Life training wouldn't solve the problem, instead she felt
which will include incident response and money s~ould be spent on educating students.
follow up, according to Bird.
"Most crimes are committed by students
~

against students," Bird said. "We would like
to develop on-going training, not a one-hit ·
deal."
Besides the training within the halls
committees are looking at resources already
available at SCSU. These resources include
videocassettes and conference materia1s and
a1so intema1 talent as well.
"We need to edm;:ate students as they
come into this university," Bird said. "We
need to educate people that they are living in
a diverse community. We could have security
in front of every door, but that isn't going to
benefit students."
Another method being used to help
eliminate these ,situations is to develop a
Residential Hall Advisory Council. This
council will be comprised of students, faculty
and staff. Hayman said this will be an ongoing group helping eva1uate progress made
in racia1 situations. Students in prominent
organizations are be\ng asked to take part in
this council, Hayman said.
'There is not a huge number of racial
inci(knts at SCSU, but any is loo much," Bird
said.
.

Director strives to make UPS m,ore visible
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Campus group
brings assistance
was in a rural farm area, many miles from the
downtown area.
"The people we worked with had a pretty
good spirit [compared] to the disaster they
have faced."
by Sara Kirk
The fall trip was Runeberg's eighth trip
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
related to flood relief. His travels have
Homelessness strikes deep in the heart of · included Texas, the Appalachian Mountains,
almost every major city, even a city like and Kentucky.
"It was eye- opening to see people that
Grand Forks.
Due to extreme flooding last year many still lived within walking distance of each
other and had never been further than the
people don't have homes.
Habitat for Humanity is a campus mountains." Runeberg said.
In Grand Forks Runeberg and I5 other
organization that builds homes and also
provides flood relief and assistance twice a members were guests on the top floor of a
four
story homeless shelter during their stay.
year to areas in need. The fall trip )ended
"We were encouraged not to talk to the
as.sistance to the Grand Forks area. and spring
people in the shelter," Runeberg said,"
break is yet to be decided.
Dave Runeberg, senior, organized the fall because of some problems they have had in
trip and Sharp, Campus Minister for United the past."
Their volunteer work during their stay
Ministry
and
Campus e Education,
included restructuring a" water damaged
accompanied him.
basement,
removing furniture from a church,
"People might have forgotten that their
still is work to be done in Grand Forks," Mike sheetrocking, and hanging panelling
"I'm pretty impressed with the dedication
Sharp said," Habitat's commitment is to
eradicate poverty housing internationally, that the student's have," Sharp •said, " They
work hard."
nationally, and locally."
" Most of the trips, we have gone to help
According to Sharp, the dcvastion was
people after projects are already started,"
immense in the downtown area.
'The damage spread over about a 20 mile Runeberg said,'They are pretty happy to
wide area, and the buildings were completely finally be getting a new home after waiting so
long."
gutted out," Sharp said.
The building that the students worked on

Habitat for Humanity
goes to Grand Forks

S+-!l~e
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In return, Langen said MnSCU replied IFO and MnSCU are at a standstill and
with a zero percent increase. MnSCU later according to an e-mail to faculty members,
increased its offer to something between one "are in mediation and going nowhere." At a
~nd two percent. The exact figure was Nov. 14 mediated session, no compromise
unavailable at press time.
was found.According to chief negotiator for
'They came with a traditional figure~we IFO and a professor in the college of
came with a realistic
education,
Bruce
figure,"_said Romanish.
Romanish, "the mediator
Lan•gen · said most
left
the
meeting
members of the faculty
frustrated, and saw no
do not really want to
need to schedule another
strike, but said most,
meeting."
including
himself,
The two sides are
would if nothing was
scheduled to meet again
resolved.
Dec. 19.
"My father went on
Debra Japp, a Speech
f acuity of color,
strike," Langen said.
Communication
"As a child I lived
professor, presented an
through one. I don't
idea that drew a positive
ever want to go on
response from many
strike."
faculty in the audience.
He added, "But you
She said each professor
saw the show of hands,''
is allotted three personalreferring
to
the
days, and are not
unofficial vote of
Bill Langen
required to account for
confidence on a strike.
these days.
SCSU PROFESSOR
"It looked like all hands
Japp's idea was to
were up."
,have as many facUlty as
Langen said the possibility of a strike is possible, at all seven state universities, save
real because MnSCU is not cooperating at one personal day, and all use it on the same
all.
day to· fonn an unofficial one-day strike or
"MnSCU is such an incompetent walkout.
operation," he said. ''They have ' shortThe walkout, she said, would not only be
changed (SCSU) for so long. They are not symbolic of their frustration and real intent
capable of canying out contract negotiations. to strike, but also could be a day for all
How long can they continue to behave like faculty to meet and plan a strike.
amateurs and get away with it?They're not a
"If you're given three personal leave days
bunch of pros and we're sick of it at and you don't use them, you're giving the
(SCSU)."
institution three days you could have to
Currently, contract negotiations between yourself, with the same pay," she said.

We're supposed to
be integrating to a
and we're inviting
them to a salary
available for food
stamps?

·Technology makes Carillon smaller, better
Hammer and bell on !OP of Sherburne Hall to be replaced by electronic system
by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS EDITOR

The system that runs the bells and songs that ring from the
top of Sherburne Hall is getting a face-lift.
Carillon is another name for the system that runs the bells
on top of Sherburne Hall. The current system was installed
when Atwood was built - 30 years ago. This system has aged
to the point where parts are unavailable and major
components arc no longer being made.
Margaret Vos, director of Atwood Memorial Center, said
bids are being taken on a new electronic system. .
'The current system involves hammers that hit bells and

0 JOIN US IN THE

takes up an entire room. The new system will be the size of a
suitcase," said Vos.
The organ for the system is in the Mississippi Room. The
rest of the system is found in a room next to lhe credit union
called the Carillon Room. Vos called this the "brains and guts"
of the system. During rare occasions concerts were held in the
Mississippi Room with the carillon organ. Vos said that it is
very unusual to find someone who is trained to play a carillon
because the tones are very differc~t than a regular organ.
The original system was purchased with donations from
the Atwood familj Vos said. The new system is going to be
funded with university funds. The new system will be
digitaltized.
The bells go off every hour and
half-hour. A song is played ~I noon,
which alternates to the se:ison and the
University Hymm is played at 5 p.m.
The ,bells ring during these times
everyday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The bells also play for half an hour
the day of comencement at 9 a.m. and
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Have fun, make music, meet people

. D WIND ENSEMBLE

/64.0I

(by arrangement with instructor)

D CHAMBER. WINDS

MUSP64

/64 - 02

12:00 - 12:50

Wednesdays

0

(by arrangement with instructor)

CAMPUS.BAND
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

MUSP 64

Contact

....
164 - 03

(Time may be flexible)
(bring your horn, all are we/come)

..................
Thursdays

CAREER

AND
MONEY

MUSP64

1:00 - 1:50
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noon.
Carillon can be found at many universities such as Berkely
and the Universtiy of Iowa.
The idea for the bells was chosen because they are used as
a means of communication in the past and present:
"People ring bells when someone dies," Vos said. "During
Princess Diana's funeral Big Ben rang for the number of years
that she had lived."
She also said that bells are used to announce weddings,
celebrations and threatening situations.
The old system will be removed from Atwood as soon as
the electronic carillon is put in place.
'The organ is a beautiful piece of furniture, but can not be
used without the rest of the system," Vos said. "Chances are
that there aren't that many left around so most likely it will be
used for parts."
Steve Ludwig, assistant vice president for facilites
management, said that all, that is being replaced is the system
in AMC. The bells on top of Sherburne are staying the same."
''The bells are a subtle reminder of the half hours," Vos
said. "It is a wonderful tradition."

PROFESSOR. DEBENEDETTO at

~

255-3022 o, th,

MUSIC OFFICE at 255-3223 for more information.
Instruments are available through the Music Departm ent .
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Gallery exposes art to public audience
The Uptown
Gallery promotes
new exhibits
by Cathy Houdek
.... STAFF WRITER

The Uptown Art Gallery
recently opened its doors to the
public eye and has since been
exposing St. Cloud to a broader
visual culture.
"I want to bring as much art to
the community as possible, said
Marcy Adelmann, the owner and

manager of The Uptown Art
Gallery. "I want people to be
exposed to art. They don't have to
be threatened when they walk in the
Uptown Art Gallery. Most people

,

have the idea that they can't afford

any art at all, however, this is not
thecasc,"she said.
The art-consignment store is at
1509 W. St. Germain St., six blocks

from downtown, one block north of
Premiere Video.

Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDTTOR

Adclmann's store has a definite
Minnesota
atmosp]lere.
She
features more than 70 Minnesota
artists. Some of the artwork is from
SCSU students. When walking in
don't be suprised to see a friend 's
an. One may also hear familiar
tunes from SCSU's radio station,
KVSC. "I listen to KVSC and I
enjoy a lot of local music, like Tina
and the B-S ide Movement."
Adelmann said.
Kathy Janku is the owner . of
Evening Shade a window treatment
business. She designed the three
windows in The Uptown An
Gallery.

Mary Adelmann is the owner of the Uptown Gallery, 1509 W. St. Germain St near downtown St.
Cloud. The store offers a variety of art work from exclusively Minnesotan artists.
Marcy is very friendly, very
personal. She serves homemade
cookies and gounnel coffee. She
has a little sitting area to meet your
fri ends. The store has very inviting
artwork of all kinds for all kinds of
budgets. Ranging in price from $5
to $1500. She has good quality
products.
Adelmann sells world-famous
art as well as local an. She says her
store is aimed at the general public.
The Uptown Art Gallery sells
pottery, prints, photographs, blown
glass, birdhouses.jewelry. magnets,

~iant crayons, Ukrainian eggs and
other items.
She found local artists by
traveling to Duluth and St. Paul.
Two artists from the local area are
Janku from St Cloud and Bruce
Stellmach from Sartell. "I use
traditional and new fabric in
designing creative drapes." Janku
said. He personally creates a variey
of blinds, drapes, lampshades and
other window dressings.
Stellmach makes · birdhouses
from driftwood of antique barns. He
designs each one differently and

says people can collect them.
Stellmach described The Uptown
Art Gallery, "She has some things
that are unique, somethings are
exceptional, distincl, and she also
has one-of- a kind paintings. Some
of the paintings are reasonable. She
has paintings everywhere and a lot
of 'glassy things. She has neat
looking t-shirts. They're dyed tshirts with neat old symbols. I was
really impressed with the quantity,"
Stellmach said.
Adelmann got the idea for an art
store last March. Three months later

in July she opened the st9re. When
Adelmann was going to college at
SCSU her career plans didn' t
in volve starting her own business.
She earned a degree in social work
and planned on working with
youth. A short time after graduating
she developed a condition called
Crohn's Disease. She realized
working in social work wouldii.'t be
a good decision at the time.
As her condition improved, she
had the idea of opening an artconsignmem shop in St.Cloud.
Although Andelmann won't work
with children in social work, she
still has a desire to help them.
"Social work will always be in my
heart. Children really are an assetsometimes all they need is a nudge
and some supJX)rt to take them from
high-risk to high functioni ng," said
Adelmann. She feels art is an outlet
through which youth can positively
channel their emotions. Adelmann
said students can put their creative
ide.'!,S into pottery, painting, music
and literature.
Some of the proceeds from the
gallery will go to funding art
programs for elementary children.
"I want to encourage art shows
with college students at SCSU and
with high school students to show
case student's art," Adelmann said.
The Uptown Art GaUery offers
seminars, classes, "pottery parties,"
and art demonstrations. Adelmann
has lay away plans for customers.
She also has gift certificates
customers can purchase for their
friends and family. The store is
open from 9:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
by appointment.

Membership entitles free or cheap coffee
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

With a coffee club membership card from
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central
Minnesota, coffee drinkers can receive free or
discounted coffee at several local businesses,
including Hardee's on the SCSU campus.
Coffee Club membership cards· can be
purchased for five dollars at the Big Brothers
Big Sisters of Central Minnesota office, Wild
Country 98.9 FM offices, the Crossroads
Shopping Center customer service counter
. (only through January), St. Cloud area Little
Dukes, Elk RiverCenex, and Holiday Station
stores.
This is the second year for the coffee club.
Greg Backes, regional manager for Hardee's
said Hardee's has participated in both years of
the coffee club.
"We thought it would be a good decision
lo promote that club by offering free coffee at
our restaurants," Backes said.
"We looked at different stores in the area
and picked ones that have been supportive in
the area and supportive of us," said Kristin A.
Vicari, resource coordinator for BBBS Club
members can receive free coffee at JM
Speedway Stores (Highway IO Amoco,
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River's Edge Amoco, Granite City Amoco,
Big Lake Food Shop, N&J Quick' Stop);
Cub Foods East and West;
Hardee's (SCSU, Highway. IO,
Clearwater and Crossroads);
Holiday Stat ion stores (St.
Cloud, Waite Park, Sauk
Rapids, Clearwater, Elk
River, and Albany);
Mexican Village;
Mexican Village
Too; Beaudry
Express (Elk
River); and \ \

~

~::ood;:
River).
Free coffee and
free foun tain pop is
available to members at
Elk River Cenex; and
Little Dukes (East,
West, South, Sunrise,
Sauk Rapids, Sauk Rapids North, · Auitin,
Morris, Milaca, Hutchinsi.>n, and Willmar).
Cyber Bean offers a double specialty
coffee for the price of a single to club
members, and Java Joint offers 50cents off of
any beverage.
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Coffee
club
members

· th:t~ar~ho:
participating
stores to receive
their
free
or

-·~i·tf~

store, V1can
_ ~ said
~ Backes
said
all
coffee club
members have
to do is present their card or mug
to receive free coffee.
Wild Country has SJX)nsorcd both years of
the coffee club. Vicari said they bought mugs
for the club last year and have provided free
radio promotions. She said there are Jive
remotes on Wild Country every Friday at
stores participating in the coffee club. This

co u Id
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y

Friday Wi ld Country will be at Little Dukes
west, Vicari said.
"All money raised goes toward
recruitment, scree.Jling and supervision of
matches between volunteers and children,"
Vicari said.
A goal for an amount of money to be
raised has not been set, Vicari said. She said
they hope to sell more than last year.
So far the selling of the coffee club
membership cards is in the beginning stages
and few cards have been sold, Vicari said.
Vicari said the coffee club offer is
different this year than last year. Last year
a membership and mug could be
purchased
for
$20.
This
year
memberships are $5 and mugs are an
additional $5. Vicari said some mugs will
be given away at the Wild Country
promotions.
The idea for the coffee club came
fro m BBBS in Muskegon, Mich.,
Vicari said. That coffee club was very
successful , raising several thousand
dollars, she said.
Backes said there are" no ·numbers for
how many people have used this year's cards
but they have been bringing them into
Hardee's.
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University Chronicle is lookin g for a Career & Money editor.
For more information or to app ly, call 255-4086 or stop by Stewart Hall 13.
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EDITORIAL

Let's make winter
quarter warm and
cozy here at SCSU
As we begin this long and cold quarter of winter
we all reminisce about Thanksgiving at Grandma's
and what is to come over the next morith of
December. Some more snow, more studying, new
friends and more holiday festivities. More violence
and hate crimes are probably not high on that list.
In the last quarter here at SCS U the students,
faculty and community have experienced a big wakeup call in dealing witp racism and sexism. These two
topics dominated the pages of the University
Chronicle every issue. We had angry male students
and angry female students arguing over the sexual
violence program that freshmen attend. On campus
there were luckily no attacks on either part dealing
with this issue.
On the other hand was the racism issue. Some
people did decide to act on this .-ism. Students wrote
something on a door of a donnitory and also a faculty
member's car was vandalized. It seems that these
attacks were brought upon by nothing other than pure

ignorance.
In these crisp days of winter quarter, students meet
their new professors and begin new classes. A few
people out there are still thinking of ways to torment
those in lqe community that are of different color or
sex. Many of us just want to get things moving and
forget that any of this ever happened. Some of us are
trying to make a difference and change things in St.
Cloud. Maybe those of us that want to make a
difference will take the lead and win.
Winter quarter is long and cold with a short break
for the enjoyment of the holiday season. Lets, as
students and residents at SCSU, try to make winter
quarter a bit warmer and cozier than fall quarter.
Racism and sexism are not iSsues that will go away
anytime soon,but they do not have· to be dominating
factors here at SCSU. The students who did these
past acts should be ashamed for their actions but
don't let that shame affect the many who came to
SCSU to learn and not to attack others.
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I'm male - What happened
to my high metabolism?
As a man I'm supposed
to be able to eat and eat
and eat and
never gain
weight, or at
least that's
what I've been
told by many
people of the
opposite sex.
I sure wish
that was true
because when I stepped on
a scale for the first time in
a while this week, I almost
became ill, almost to the
point of throwing up
without putting my finger
down my throat.
Thanksgiving break was
a much needed time of
relaxation. Unfortunately,
I added an extra layer in
preparation for the long
winter ahead.
After weighing myself I
went and played three
games of racquetball in a
desperate effort at
shedding the added
softness as fast as I had
gained it. I felt good as I
left the athletic club and
went home to replenish
myself - WITH A
PLATE OF CHEESE
AND CRACKERS, A
BANANA, AND A
WHOLE BOX OF
KRAFf M,ACARONI
AND CHEESE!
And I ~o~der why I

between a rock and a hard
gain weight?place. 'f'm an allilete and
Obviously, gettllig old
can't get a girl to talk to
has its effect~ on the
body. But I don't
me because I more closely
consider myself OLD resemble a couch P9tato.
yet. But, as most
Is it time for me to start
liking salads, or for that
freshmen are
matter, any green foods?
increasing their
tolerance·for alcohol,
My mother always said,
my body is busy
my taste buds would
develop as I got older and
decreasing its
metabolism to .the
I would learn to. like more
point where I can' t get off foods. She was right. I like
my golf cart and buy a
pumpkin pie now and for
snack between the front
the past 23 years I didn't.
and back nine holes of my But, once again, pumpkin
rigorous summer
pie is not the food my
workouts.
spare tire needs (I hide it
Which brings me to
with baggy clothes, or at
another point. As a golfer,
least I think I do.)
Recently, I
I'm officially
an athlete. I
went grocery
know it's
===......
•== shopping
with the
fairly
acceptable
• •
intent to buy
Is it time for me only healthy
for golfers
such as
to start liking foods. With
myself to be
that in mind I
salads, orfor that went through
overweight
and maybe
matter, a,ry green the entire
that's why I
oods~
store, and
haven't
•
when
moved too
finished, my
cart had only bagels and
quickly to do anything
about it. But male noncereal in it. It doesn't help
that I haven't learned, nor
athletes always complain
that male athletes get all
do I have the time, to
cook. (For those still
the women. It's not by
reading) I added two
coincidence. They look
better because they are in
DiGiorno pizzas and lowshape.
fat corndogs and decided
to give up.
This leaves me caught
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There'~ no place like St. Cloud should not tolerate hate crimes
In the St. Cloud Times on Nov. 14, there was a
community, how can we let this symbol speak for
home for the holidays report
of several bias/hate crimes at SCSU and a
our community?
meeting that was held to address these crimes. And
You may ask yourself, "What can I dp1" It isn't
although my heart.goes Out to these victims, I am
that hard. Next time you hear someone speak
not addressing this letter to them. Nor am I
derogatorily about someone based on their Color,
addressing this letter to the perpetrators of these
background, etc., or tell an inappropriate joke;
appalling crimes. Instead, I am addressing this
don 't just stay silent or even walk away. Speak up
letter to the silent majority of our community.
and say that you find it v~ry distasteful and that it
I am speaking to the residents of this community reinforces stereotypes that aren't beneficial or true.
'who will never be On the receiving end of a crime
Explain to your children what is wrong with these
of hate. I am speaking to the residents of this
jokes and statements. Help them to know that they
community who would never conceive of treating
can, and should, stand up for others. Start
someone that way. I am speaking to the residents of discussions in your family, church or organizations
this community who remain silent as racism and
on how this is hurting EVERYONE and find a proactive way to confront these issues community
fragrance
ofthat
homemade
pumpkin
wake up 'on
festive mom'
to the hate attacks our town.
In this country it isn 't the majority that rules, it is wide. Go to activities and programs that come from
pie wafting through the house the VOCAL majority who takes positions of power. diffi:rent cultures and experience another way of
and, what is that cantankerous yet
And if we remain silent while our neighbors are
familiar smell? Oh yes, eau de
seeing the world. We learn more about ourselves if
we share who we are.with others; when we view
moth balls, a favorite perfume worn harassed and attacked by a minority group of
people who are so afraid, that they must use
the differences in people with curiosity rather than
by grandparents everywhere aqd
violence, anger and hate to make themselves feel
judgement.
sold at a store near you.
secure; then we are in fact saying "It is okay, as
. .• .
·
Bracing myself for the next
It is up to YOU, the silent majority. YOU can
long as it doesn't affe.ct me." But it does. It will, in
make the difference. YOU can make this a
AIMEE
week of absolute chaos, I tease my
community that is proud of the diversity of its
GAPSIEWICZ
groggy brain for an.eclectic array of the end, destroy this community for EVERYONE
citizens. YOU can m*e this a community that is
answers to, "How did you get to be regardless of your colOr, your background, your
so big?" and, "I remember when you were this big," as age, your gender, your physical ability or' your
not rife with vioJence and hatred. YOU can make
this a cOmmunity whel'e everyone's children feel
they demonstrate exactly how small they remember me lifestyle.
A swastika emblem was used in these crimes. A safe and accepted. Period. Phil Lane, Jr., a Yankton
as a child. Kind of like how a fisherman's tale keeps
symbol that has come to mean the murder of
Sioux said this about being a community, 'The
growing and growing each time they tell it, my size as
a baby keeps shrinking every time these Winter Texans millioris! How can we stand by and let that symbol honor of one is the honor of all. The hurt of one is
speak for our community? A young woman found
the hurt of all." So please, do not remain silent.
see me. Pretty soon I'm going to feel like the
characters in "Honey, I Shrunk the Kids."
the symbol for the Ku Klux Klan on her door. An
Stand up and be counted against hate and violence.
Become on of the vocal majority.
·
organization who has taken the cross, a symbol for
Last year my father and I had to break up what
Christian love: forgiveness and redemption, and
could have ·been the Guiness Book of World Records
Bonnie Klltzke
turned it into a symbol of hate and violence. St.
most thrilling prune-face fight ever. Their diseaseChairwoman of the St. Cloud Human Rights Commission
Cloud represents itself as a strong Christian
plagued conversational debates heated up over their
long-standing diabetical inflictions.
"Oh, I'm so sick. Remember, 1 have diabetes and I
have to eat so I can take my pills."
"You think your diabetes is bad? I have to inject
Many people in the state of
The United States is unique in
I am not trying to say that
myself with three shots a day." ,
Minnesota are of Scandinavian
the world in that it is made up of there is no discrimination and
"Well, you can eat whatever you want. I'm on a
heritage but they do not demand
peoples from all different walks
prejudice in America. we all
strict diet."
to be identified as Norwegian
of life and cultural backgrounds.
know there is. What I am saying
"Really. Then why do I have to eat boring old bland
Americans or Swedish
There are few, if any, other
is that as long as groups insist on
focxls or my blocxl pressure will sky rocket! I'.ve had
countries in which you can
their special status, and
five heart attacks and died twice. I don't know how I'm Americans, but rather as
Americans of Swedish or
become a true citizen. You can
individuals are so sensitive to
even standing here tallung to you!"They raised their
Norwegian ancestry. They
live for years in France, become
what th~ perceive as improper
fictitious canes in anger" as if to strike the other down
celebr:ate their unique heritage
a legal citizen of the country, and language?, the country as a whole
with the power of the Almighty.
and cultural history without
still not be French. The United
will never fix this problem. The
That clay we banned all talk of disease, death or
demanding a totally separate
States was and is known as the
Citizens Of the United States need
even the common cold. The subje.ct still arises on
identity. By demanding a special great melting pot of people from
to view themselves as Americans
occasion, but it is immediately stabbed and killed with
identity a group labels itself as
around the world. The splintering first and members of diverse
. vengeance in the hearts of every other third-party
different and not part of the
effect of titles and grollpings that groups second, or we wiJl get
family member.
whole. This opens them up for
tries to magnify our differences
nowhere in the struggle for
So what else is left to talk about?
criticism and misunderstanding.
is detrimental to the entire
. equality; "liberty and justice for
Every year at the dinner table in between gobbling
The strength of the United
all."
society. Until this can be
turkey and guzzling copious glasses of wine to assuage
States historically came from the addressed, we can have all the
the almost unbearable pain and suffering that comes
Joel M. Johnson
diversity of its citizens blending
race relations education and
with family gatherings, one of the grandmothers, dizzy
Freshman
together into a homogenous
training in the world and it will
from the combination of the wannth of stifling 80Undecided
mixture of cultures and ideas.
make no difference.
degree Texas holiday and her full-length fur coa~ tells
-The Bread Story. She rattles on and on incoherently
about bread (obviously a commodity so stimulating in
and of itself it could put a tazmanian devil to sleep).
There is no point. No exciting climactic explosion. No
Letters must'include:
resolution. She just drivels about that wheaty sniff with
yeast which makes it rise.
·
Name ·
Every family all over the U.S. and the world is
Year in school (if applicable}
challenged to nin the teeth-chattering and terrifying
Major (if applicable)
gauntlet of holiday festivities? Thanksgiving shoots the
signature
gun full of blanks and starts the seemingly
interminable race to the finish line. I know I'll be
U?tters are re<:om.mended to be
thanking God that I survived once I hop back on that
As I boarded the 620 Continental flight to McAllen,
TX, I let out a pre-conceprual exhausted sigh. Time for
another edition of National Lampoon's holiday
vacation. : Song of a yuletide-what is a yuletide, anyway?
Sounds like 1some poor toittlred animal screeching
because it's all tied up and forced to commit some
terrible act against its will. Something like, God. forbid,
enjoy itself for the duration of the
WISE WORDS holiday season.
.
OF A WOMAN
I can't wait to go home and

·1·.
•

The problem with diversity .

Letter Policy
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Club Germain Fitness

al Center 118 • 255-2205 • M -F 8 a.m -4:30 p.m.

{7.'P[&~a~ f:tpo~

Holiday Special

t).$49~.95 eJ

"Private Parts"

Dec. 4-7, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Atwood Memorial Center Theatre
Admittance with SCSU student ID

3 Month Membership

. . ... . .. . . . .
-

Barbara Bailey Hutchison

• Racquetball • Lifecycles
• Nautilus

• Stairclimbers

• Aerobics

• Free Weights

• Treadmills

• Marcy Gym

• Spa

• Personal Trainer

Dec. 4, 8 p.m.
The Quarry, Free

The Green Pyramids

Dec. 9, 8 p.m.
The Quarry, Free

..........

Beautiful Ambition: Photography by Brian Parmeter

* No Contract
* No Initial Fee·
* Students Only

Dec. 8- Jan. 9, Opening reception Dec. 8, 3:30-5 p.m.
AMC Gallery
Architectural Precesses

Through Dec. 29, Atwood Display Cases
Courtesy of Grooters ½!apolt Tideman
Wallflowers with Special guests, The Jayhawks and
Maypole

Offer Expires Dec. 31, 1997

Dec. 18, 8 p.m, Halenbeck Gym
Tickets available at AMC Info Desk, call 654-5347

919 St. Germain Street,.St. Cloud• 255-1171

Available lmmediatelv

The doctor told
I had a Tullius.
"Oh IDY g0Sh!"

·I

me

said. "Call I get that
•
Wlth Cheese?"

4 BDRM APTS.

Quiet, Convenient locations

Universitv. Square
Fall. Rates; $189 to $210
✓ Off Street Parking

✓ Controlled Access
✓ Dishwasher
✓ Microwaves
✓ Ind. Locked Bdrms

Call

253-1100
Attention: Aviation Students
Flight Physical

sandwiches, lmt alM with the way we look at the world. Take the

Only $30

ffilll1>1e art of naming a sandwich. We prefer names like The Halley'!'!

Comet, The Ronik, or The Girf. Not exactly nonnal, but then again,
you vii'lit Erhert & Gerbert',t and try one of our fourteen delicious
sandwiches. Sandwiches M uncommon M their names.

--------

J!IBERT 6ERBIRT'S
SUBS

CLUBS

Visit our location at 8 :Fifth Ave. N., or for delivery call 253-4963.

✓ Laundry
✓ Air Conditioning
✓ Mini Blinds
✓ HeatiWater Paid
✓ On Site Caretake

<41~t~§~D> Todavl .

At Erhert & Gerbert's freshness count.CJ, not only when it comes to our

you 'have to a.~k yourRelf, who want.~ a nonnal ·sandwich? J\lake ,mre

n

--

with student ID

Occupational
Medicine .
Clinic

D .M. Van .Nostrand, M,D,
4180 Thielman Lane, Suite 104-St, Cloud
(320) 251-3666

UN IVJ;RSITY

Thursday, December 4, 1997
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Hoopsters fall one basket short Huskies
, look to

Huskies drop 75-73 thriller to Northern State
by Rob LaP/ante

get back
on target

SPORTS EDITOR

The SCSU men's basketball team came up a
bit short in Wednesday's 75-73 loss to Northern
Stale University at Halenbeck Hall.
While the Huskies came up two points short _
on the scoreboard, SCSU came into the contest
with a major height disadvantage.

by_Tyson _Jahn
STAFF WRITER

Northern featured seven guys on the roster
that were 6' -7" or taller, and a guard that was

averaging 24 points per game.
'They are a very big physical team," said
SCSU Head Coach Kevin Schlagel. "They
dominated us on the offensive boards which no
doubt made the biggest difference in the game."
The Huskies were outrebounded 51-41 for
the contest, but if it were not for SCSU senior
center Jon Hinzman, things could have been
worse.

Hinzman, who earlier in the week was nan'ted
the North Central Conference Player of the
Week, continued his quick start with 25 IX)ints
and 14 rebounds Wednesday night.
Hinzman said he was happy with his quick
start, but was disappointed with the losses.
"I'm playing alright, but I'm still not playing
as well as I can," Hinzman said. "My main focus
is the team first and then I'll ~e what happens
from there."
Schlagel said he was pleased with the play of
Hinzman and was particularly impressed with
his outing Wednesday.
"Jon 's an outstanding basketball player,"
Schlagel said. "Everybody we play knows he is
the go-to-guy and (Northern) had two guys on
him all night and he still had 25 IX)ints and 14
rebounds."
Unfortunately for the Huskies, Hinzman was
the only spark on the boards, as everyone on the
Northern roster had at least 3 rebounds, led by
Miller's seven boards and game high 30 IX)ints.
Schlagel said Miller was the key component
in the Huskies' downfall.
"Northern is a good ball club and Miller is a
very good ball player," Schlagel said. 'They have
seven or eight guys that can score and when the
game was on the Ii~ (Wednesday), he and
(guard) Dan Fisher. took the game ovei-.
The Huskies fell behind by as many as 10
IX)ints in the second half, but made things
interesting cutting the Northern lead to two

Shane Opa11/PHaro FJJtroR

SCSU senior forward Nate Pelowski
(right) muscles the ball away from
Northern state player Mark Rich during

-

Wednesday's game at Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies lost 75-73, dropping their
record to 2-2 for the season.

IX)ints late in the second half. That is when Miller Sean Whltlock and freshman Ned Wrightson
and Fisher took the game over hitting several key combined for a totaJ of 8 for 32 shooti ng from
baskets and creating a number of key plays.
the field.
'They were just getting a lot of second shots
"Overall, I am pleased with' the effort we
at the basket, which killed us," Hinzman said. showed," Schlagel said. "But, we need someone
'They are a good club with a couple of good to step up and shoot from the perimeter. We are
guards, but we were right there and the game not getting enough scoring from our perimeter
could have gone either way."
players and once we can do that, it will open up
Junior guard Enoch Dix fi nished with 14 (Hinzman) from the inside."
IX)ints and four steals for the Huskies and senior
The Huskies (2·2 overall) will compete next
forward Nate Pelowski 3dded nine IX)ints and Saturday night at Moorhead State University.
"We don't enjoy losing," Schlagel said. "But,
four steals.
Schlagel said the.guards for SCSU had a bad of the nine players on the roster, four are new and
night shooting the ball, as the trio of Dix, senior · essentially the key is to keep getting better nqw."

Unbeaten string hits eight games for SCSU
Idle Huskies have a week to prepare for defending national champs
by Rob LaP/ante

SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl said
SPORTS EDITOR
is well deserved.
November is a month in which
'The break will help, because
to give thanks, and the SCSU · we have some guys that are bange4
hockey team has plenty to be up and we should be back to even
thankful for after stringing together strength by the North Dakota
a near•perfect 7.0.1 record and sole series," Dahl said. "Besides, our
possession of first place in the guys deserve it. We have been on
Western
Collegiate
Hockey the road for three of the last four
Association standings.
series and right now they are tired."
The Huskies (9-3·2 overall, 8- 1The current unbeaten streak of
I WCHA) are coming off its third eight games ties a school record for
consecutive road sweep after 64 the longest unbeaten string in team
and 6-2 victories over the hiStOry.
University ofDenver last weekend.
The streak began November 7,
The sweep gives the Huskies a after the Huskies swept Michigan
total of 17 IX)ints in the we~. Technological University on the
three more points than second-place road, 3-2 and 4•2. The following
University of Wisconsin.
weekend, The Huskies traveled to
The Huskies are idle this Colorado Springs, Colo. and swept
.weekend, but it is a break that Colorado College 7·6 and 3- 1.

...Now when we hit the road, we are
thinking sweep.
Josh DeWolf
SCSU SOPHOMORE DEFENSEMAN

SCSU had a brief homestand and
defeated University of Alaska
Anchorage 4•2, before playing a
scoreless tie the next night.
Last Friday, the streak looked to
be in jeopardy after the Huskies fell
behind 4· 1 to · Denver, but SCSU
rallied scoring five unanswered
goals en route to a 6-4 victory, and
Saturday night, SCSU completed

its undefeated month of November
with a 6-2 win.
Sophomore defenseman Josh
DeWolf said the sweep over
Colorado College . was a big
confidence booster and was the
spark that ignited the recent streak.

Go TO STREAK, PAGE 12 •

The SCSU women 's basketball
team (3-2 overall) wi ll be playing a
difficult weekend series, first on the
road, then at home.
The first game will be Friday
afternoon at the Target Center in
Minneapoli s against Winona State
University.
for Husky fans, tickets to the
game are being sold for $13, which
are also good for the Timberwolves
vs. Sacramento game the same
night. SCSU owns the series
between the two teams with a 15-6
record.
The Huskies will be returning to
Halenbeck Hall on Saturday night
for· a 7 p.m. game against Bemidji
State University. SCSU holds a 1511 series advantag~ over Bemidji,
but the Huskies suffered a 91· 78
loss last season.
SCSU Head Coach Lori Ulferts
said her strategy for this weekend is
to play solid defense and pick up a
couple of wins. She plans to use the
bench efficiently during the entire
series to keep all her starters fresh
and concentrate on both games.
Ulferts said she is very happy
with the way her team is, playing
right now.
"We're playing very well against
tough teams," Ulferts said. "We
know how hard our conference is
and we're playing well against the
southwest teams,"
The Huskies are averaging 92
IX)ints per game on offense. SCSU's
current team record for offensive
IX)ints per game is 78, which was
set back in the 1995-96 season.
" The reason for the (offensive)
production is the depth that the
team has," Ulferts said. "We have
many more talented players and we
have the ability to stay fresh
throughout the game."
''The biggest difference in the
team is our fu ll.court defense and
strong offense."
SCSU is hoping to come out of
a two game losing streak this
weekend, . because of losses to
Madonna 99.92 and to the
University of Tampa 103-96. The
Huskies did run their record to an
impressive 3-0 start the season,
which was the best start since the
1989·90 scas~n.
"We tried some new things in
those games, but (the opponents)
could run the ball well," Ulferts
said. "What came out of those
games was that the team is bonding
together and getting better when
they play with each other."

Go TO HUSKIES, PAGE 13 •
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, "CC h~i:I not been swept in over M.au Noga for the team lead in
three years," DeWolf said. "It scoring with seven goals and four
wasn't really a surprise that we assists.
·
swept them, because everytime we .
S~nior forward Jasoli Stewart
have gone to CC, we have ·1eads the team in goals with eight.
always played them well, but that including four in the weekend
weekend r~lly helped our sweep over Denver.
confidence."
"Stewart, Maristuen: Leitz.a and
· SCSU has posted an amazing 6- (senior defenseroan) Andy Vicari
0-0 road record so far lhis season are all doing a great job and doing :
and DeWolf said the Huskies are what seniors ~hould do and that
is l;ading by example," Dahl
said.
The recent success has pushed · ·
SCSU into the top IO in two of the ~
three college hOCkey polls. The
hi.ghest ranking bad the Huskies
eighth -in the nation in the USA
Today/A.mprican HOCk;ey Magazine ·
Poll.
The fact the Huskies are
nationally ranked doesn't mean a
thing to DeWolf.
"For me, it doesn't matter,"
DeWolf said. '"The ratings are a
nice little luxury, but no matter
where you are ranked, anyone
can be beaten on any given
night"
The only standingS the Huskies
are paying attention to are the
conference standings, which sl)ow
them in sole posse.ssion of the top
spot.
"I like being in first place,'' Dahl
said. "Now, things are paying off
after a11 the hard work we put in
since last spring."
The Huskies will return to action
next weekend when they travel to
Grand Forks, ND, to take on
the defending nanonal champion

geared for their road contests this

.,.

season.
·
'They usually say the best thing
when you go on the road •is to get a
split," DeWolf said. "Right now, we
· have aspirations of being a
championship team and now when
' we hit the road, we .are thinking
sweep."
While the offense· and defense
have steadily improved, se.nior
netminder Brian Leitza has been the
~~actor in the undefeated

Senior forward Jason Stewart (23) so far has paced the Huskies with eight goals. His four goal
effort last weekend against Denver earned him the WCHA Offensive Player .of the Week honor.

Leitza has started in each ofthe
eight games- during the streak and
so far has strung together a 9-1-2
overall record and a goals against
average of 2.30.
"You cannot be at the top of llf!Y
league
without
consistent
goaltending," Dahl said. "Right
now, We are getting · good
goaltending and Brian hasn't let in
any soft goals and we are playing
pretty good defense in front Of him.
When you get those two things,
you are going to be tough to

Shane Opatz/PHCTfO EDfTOR

beat."

Stewart becomittg a big hit
· Senior forward gamers WCHA honors

The offense has been sparked by
a pair of seniors.
Senior forward Mike Maristuen
is tied with sophomore forward

a

xz

UND.
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by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

Throughout his career, Jason
Stewart has been known as a hardnosed physical hockey player. This
season, the senior forward is
turning into one of the nation's
toughest power forwards after
adding another dimension to his
game - offense.
Stewart was a key to SCSU's
recent sweep over Denver
University.
'
Stewart recoided his first
collegiate hat trick in the Huskies'
comeback 6-4 vict<>t). last Saturday
asaiflst the Pioneers. Sunday night,
Stewart scored his team-leading
eighth goal of the season and added
an assist in a 6-2 win.
For his efforts, Stewart was
named· this week's Western
Collegiate Hockey Association
Offensive Player of the Week, an
award Stewart said he thought he
would never win.
"I haven't put up that many
points my previous three years here,
, so actually no, I never did think I
would get the honor," Stewart said.
Stewart is currently third on ~
team in scoring with eight goals and
two assists for 10 points. His eight
goals are already two more than he
had all of last season.
'To the beginning of the year, I
mentioned guys like (sophomore
forwards) Mike Rucinski and Matt
Noga to pick up the offense." said
SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl. "I
didn't mention SteWy in that list,
because I didn't know if he had
enough to do it, but he works so
hard and so far has given us a nice
spark offensively."
While Stewart may not be an

My confidence is at a 1.evel that it has
never been at before.
Jason Stewart
SCSU SENIOR CENTER
"I wasn't a 100-percent coming
offensive threat each time he hits
the ice, he has become quite a threat back from the injury," Stewart said
each time he hits the ice when the "Mentally, I was not as ready as I
should have and it forced me to
Huskies are shorthanded.
Two of Stewart's four goals last play a bit tentatively, but so far
w~kend were shorthanded, goals my shoulder is holding up and
and each proved to be the game- has felt good the past two
winning goals.
~
weekends."
"He is a physical player,"
Stewart said he only tries to
capitaliz.e on other teams mistakes DeWolf said. "For him to be
productive. be must play the body
while playing shorthanded
"A lot of umes, teams go ·on the and muck and grind and his
JX>Wer play and they tend to relax a physical presence has created his
bit," Stewart said "Sometimes you offense so far."
With the recent success the
can catch them off guard and it
creates scoring chances on.offense." Huskies have endured (7 ~ 1 over
Sophomore defenseman Josh its last eight games) Stewart said the
DeWolf said he was impressed with entire team including himself are as
the play of StCwart, particularly last confident as they have ever been.
"My confidence is at a level that
weekend.
"He played unbelievable," it has never been at before," Stewart
DeWolf said. "He recorded his first said. "We are all working hard and
hat trick and all the guys were doing the little things and so far this
pumped for him. So far, he has has been the funnest season since I
scored a lot of big goals for us tliis have been here."
· ·"Stewart and the Huskies will
year."
Stewart has recorded three game have a week off before its -next
winning goals this season despite showdown with the University of
missing four games due to a North Dakota.
'The break will be bod> good
seperated shoulder sustained earlier
and bad," Stewart said "When you
this season..
The injury was a setback are playing well, you want to play,
Stewart said, but it didn't affect his but the b~ will be a nicerest."
play as he soored two goals in his
first two games back and has scored
six goals since the injury.
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Injuries plague SCSU in lo~s to Bison
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU wrestling team (0-1
overall) opened its regular season
with a tough loss to No. 5 nationally
ranked North Dakota State
University, Tuesday by a score of
42-3.
SCSU Head Coach Steve Grimit
admits the loss was hard for the
team, because they have been injury
plagued so early in the year.
"We didn't have a full team
Tuesday night," Grimit said.
"Injuries were really felt in the 142
and 150 weight classes, not only
because we had to forfe it those
matches, but because we have four
good guys out for the season
amongst those classes."
'There were a few bright spots
for the Huskies in the loss to
NDSU. A win, the only one SCSU
claimed, came from junior Ryan
Marx in the 177-pound class.
Freshman Klaus Alberts, who

currently holds a 4-1 record, lost a
well-fought match against one of
the national top ranked wrestlers.
AJberts led the Huskies in the
Ryan Kaufman Open at the
University of Nebraska-Omaha on
Nov. 22. He held a perfect 4-0
record in the 150 pound class.
Grimit is hoping for a better
future for the team as the recruiting
process continues. Grimi1 is
conducting recruiting this year for
next year's team.

junior captain Ryan Marx, junior
Jesse Nelson, junior Chad La Vigne,
junior Brian Heimer, senior~TJ.
Frederichs, and Alberts.
.
"Marx was fourth in the
conference last year and he has AllAmerican capacities," Grimit said.
The Huskies have a roster made
up of 20 people with foUr being on
injury reserve. Of the injured are
Heimer, Frederichs, and La Vigne.
Grimi1 thinks the injuries are
pulling down the team, but he hopes
they get beuer before the
conference tournament.
SCSU next meet is at the
University of Northern Iowa on
Dec. 6. Most of the teams attending
the meet are nationally recognized
teams.
The Huskies will be facing off
against some of the best college
teams in the country.
Grimit wants his players to be
more aggressive and on their feet
when 1hey head into the match this
weekend;
"We got to be more aggressive,
control the tempo of the match,"
Grimit said. "We have to make
more lake-down attempts and keep
the offense on our feet."
Kristine WhiltlSTAFF PHaroGRJJ'HER
'1 just want the players to feel
Sophomore Matt LeBlanc (left) begins sparring in a seven minute wrestling drill with junior Ryan more better about themselves when
Marx during practice Wednesday afternoons practice at Halenbeck Field House.
they walk off the mat, than they feel
"We are hoping to have a
Grimit said he wants the team to conference tournament does,'' ·when they come on,"· Grimit
different look after Christmas,'' focus on being a better tournament Grimit said. "I think the players are said.
Grimit said. ''The big difference for team instead of a dual team like last learning the lessons that wrestling
us this year is that we are gearing year.
can give them right now."
..The matches we are in now
more towards the conference
Key players Grimit mentioned
tournament."
don't mean as much as the are senior captain Jeff Schroeder,

·Huskies

AWC

(ASSOCIATION FOR WO\IEN IN CO\I\IV'-ICATIONS) r

On Today's Information
Superhighway It Is Nice To ,
lSee
So Many Women Drivers. !i
i
Catch a ride with AWC!

l

I
,

I

~

!

Join AWC! Our meetings are on
Wednesday's at noon in SH #122

JI

for further information contact..
na Card, president, at 202-1744 __ _

Viva Acapulco and Mazatlan Mexico
Last month Acapulco was unfortunately hit by
Hurricane Pauline which has created a lot of confusion
for Spring Break travelers. In light of information rhar
was initially unfavorable ro the city of Acapulco. it is
now obvious rhar the damage was minimal and
Acapulco will remain a top destination for Spring
Break travel. Ar College Tours we offer Mazatlan. also
a top destination. from the Mpls. area and our friends
ar Bianchi-Rossi Tours offer Acapulco. Although we are
competitors. College Tours feels it necessary ro inform
students accurately about the city of Acapulco on ·
behalf of all tourism ro rhe cou ntry of Mexico. For
more information on Acapulco call Bianchi-Rossi Tours
ar 1-800-875-4525 and for more information on
Mazatlan call College Tours ar 1-800-395,4896.
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SCSUsetfor
showdown with
Winona State at
Target Center
First-year guard Tina Schreiner
thought the Florida series was
tough, but the team played
well.

"I think we played aggressive,"
comments Schreiner. "We are
starting to respond well to one
another."
Ulferts is hoping some players
of her young team will be able IO
step up against the North Central
Conference. Of those players, she
mentions junior guards Teri
Watkins and Katie Shea, Tina
Schreiner, and first-year forward
Christina Williamson.

•

Look at These Great
New Army Offers
$40,000 for College
When you enlist and become eligible for a certain skill,
you could qualify for the Montgomery G.I. Bill plus the Army
College Fund. That means you could earn up to $40,000 for college during a four-year enlistment.

$65,000 in Student Loans Repaid
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not in default,
the Army might pay if off- up to $65,000! If you qualify, we'll
reduce your debt by 1/3rd for each year you serve.

$12,000 Cash Bonuses
·' If you qualify and volunteer to serve in one of the Army's
top priority occupational skills, you could receive a cash bonus up
to $12,000!

Find out more about these and other Army benefits.
Talk to your local Army recruiter today.
252-2212 in Fargo or visit us on The Web

ARMY.

.;;: ALl. '/OU (A.-. DE.
www.goarmy.com

Leading scorers for the Huskies
are Watkins, who is averaging
18 points per game, Williamson
who has 16 ppg, Schreiner with
15 ppg, and Shea with 13
ppg.
Tina Schreiner was selected as
NCC Women's Basketball Player of
the Week on Nov. 17. Christine
Williamson
also
received
nominations for the same award
Dec. I.
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Tired. of sitting on
the sidelines?
Be a part of the action, apply
for an open position at the
University Chronicle:
♦
♦
♦

Career Md Money Editor
Staff Writers
Copy Editor

Cnfonicle

prepares you for the bi~ game.

■I
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A guide to winfling a

fantasy basketball league
Fantasy basketball'has taken off.
Draft players that will be
•There are numerous magazines
in the lineup every night
giving their expensive and
overrated opinion. There is even
Drafting a play;r who averages
television shows devoted solely to a double-double in points and
letting you know who is
something else is good,
the best; . maybe not the ROAMIN'TIIE but only if they are
best football player, but
SIDELINF.S
playing night in and night
best fantasy player. Heck,
out.
the St. Cloud Times
Latrell Sprewell being
occasionally runs a story
case example number one
on fantasy football.
for obvious reasons.
But what do all the
Drafting a thug who is
fantasy football players
constantly in trouble with
do over the long winter?
team officials or the
They get fat and prepare
league will kill you at the
for next football season.
most inopportun.e times
Little do they know
possible, no pun intended.
they could be getting fat
For the same reasons
and participating in a
the Ttmberwolves dumped
fantasy basketball league.
J.R. Rider, so should You as
I have been the
a wary fantasy league team
commissioner ot:. a fantasy owner. He will .Sil out numerous
basketball league for the past two games guaranteed every ' year,
NBA seasons. In our league, one almost as ifit is in his contract.
point is given for points, rebounds,
This category should also
and assists. Needless to say an all- include players with an injuryaround player is a godsend in this plagued history. Kevin Johnson has
league. For example, Grant Hill is a huge numbers when he plays, but
good pick, although no points are he only plays half the games in an
given for personality.
average
season. AnfemCe
But it takes more than just an Hardaway is another example of
all-around player to make a good this.
team. Here is a quick how-to run
A season ut center can make
down on putting together your own some of the biggest guys injury
unbeatable fantasy league team.
prone. Almbst all of the good
centers spent time on the injured list
Draft centers first
last year. Consequently, a back up
center with good numbers is
Centers are at a premium. My crucial.
old roommate once said, "You can't
win in this league without one of
the Big Five centers." He was
referring to Hakeem Olajuwan,
Shaquille
O'Neal,
Alonzo
Mourning, Patrick Ewing, and
Depending on last year's
David Robinson. He makes a good statistics is like eating green pizza,
point. They are the most imrx,rtant thinking it is cabbage pizza, you
thing in building a championship really do not know what you are
team, but · you can win without getting.
them.
One reason for this is trades.
I
fini shed
third
out Amonio McDyess put up healthy
• of 12 teams with Dikembc numbers last year but is now on a
Mutombo at the center position. stacked Phoenix team and does not
Admittedly, it helped to have Karl get enough minutes or enough
Malone, the number one point 'shots. Kendall Gill is another
scorer in the league.
example. _He has refonned his
The team that won it all had ballhoggish ways for the better of
Bryant Reeves at center. Reeves is the much improved New Jersey
close to getting in the "Big" Nets this season.
category, but it must be
As a result, his stock in fantasy
said this team also had Michael leagues dropped. When Larry
Jordan,
Grant
Hill,
and Johnson was traded from Charlotte
Latrell Sprewell on it as well.
to New York, all his statistics
Spreaking
of
Sprewell, dropped as he moved to a team full
that brings me to tip number of players
two.
Also, no points are given for

(}; .nlab¥~
'{(fetus
6.T. CLOUD

SJ: CI.OlJ!)TECIINICAL

COLLEGE

28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, MN 5630 I
f320J 251-2569
~ ~ and ~ used
Comoact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 a.m
Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.

defense, so All-stars like Eddie Jones
of the~ Angeles Lakcrs are not a
good pick.

Consistency before

possible competency

'

Having the "Big three" of the
Minnesota Timberwolves or the
"Big.three" of the Houston Rockets
makes for only so many points,
rebounds, and assists on any given
night.
All six of the players referred to
in the above paragraph are possible
All-stars and good fantasy picks,
but not to lead a team. Charles
Barkley is capable of 60 or 16
fantasy points on consecutive
nights., as is Kevin Garnett. Nick
Van Exel also sticks out like a sore
thumb.

Be wary of rookies and
young players
This is an obvious fact for any
seasoned fantasy veteran. The
Stephan Marbuy's and Allen
lvcrson's of the league need lime to
adjust to the 82-game season.

AU-star fantasy team
Five and a half weeks into the
season here is a makeshift All-star
fantasy league team.
GUARDS - Michael Jordan.
He's an all-star in any league.
Sam Cassell. He has finally
found a team he cah run the show
for in New Jersey· and is scoring
and dishing at his highest level ever.
FORWARDS
Tom
Gugliotta. He averages a doubledouble and is showing what kind of
contract he is worth as a soon-to-be
free agent, who most likely will not
be with the Timberwolves much
longer.
Antoine Walker. Here is the
surprise pick but he has not fallen to
the sophomore jinx so far and is
getting 40 or more rx,ints every
week in our league.
CENTER - Isaac Austin. He
will soon be a back up to Alonzo
Mourning in Miami, but has put up
huge numbers this year. He was a
seventh round pick in our league.
When Alonzo returns, Patrick
Ewing would have to get the nod,
because he is the only player who
has proven he is above injury.

Thursday, .

Story by Sarah Tieck

Twin Cities - Sue Kylonen, a
pho(ographer, and Myra Peterson,
an audio specialist., according to
and
, Jean LeMond, the regional director
for the Minnesota AIDS project.
Photos by Sara Kirk
She said there are photographs
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
of people living with HIV at
People began wearing pink different stages. The photos are
ribbons in October for National .accompanied by the voices of these
Breast Cancer Awareness Month, victims straddling a variety of
but Monday, the color switched to backgrounds and ranging from
children to adults.
red.
"It's a pretty powerful piece,"
Monday was World AIDS Day.
It was themed "Hope for Children LeMond said, noting this was the
women's first venture into rural
in a World with AIDS."
Events like these honor victims Minnesota.
At thC· Atonement Lutheran
and aim for awareness about an
issue. Concerned people wear Church, an ecumenical prayer
service and candlelight vigil was
ribbons to signify their support.
People focus and recognize the open to the public. While groups at
need for awareness and education SCSU, such as the IDV/STD
concerning such issues during these Prevention Program, worked to
times, said Tonya Faundeen, further education and awareness.
graduate student and coordinator Condoms, pamphlets, ribbons and , This patchwork quilt, created in one week by volunteers from the church and the Area Student
answers were available in a kiosk-in Center, is commemorative of World AIDS Day, which had a theme focusing on hope for children.
for
the
Atwood
The prayer service remembering children with AIDS was held Monday evening at 7 p.m.
HIV/STD
Prevention
Memorial
will be infected with lllV, and those people on campus do not reil.lize the
For this reason, p~Vention and
Program
Center toward who do not contract the virus will danger and are not always receptive education are important Faundeen
However, too
the end of fall --~ affected ii), some way, Faundeen to
events
and
educatfon. noted most medicine is for dealing
often they-move
quarter and th e explained. There are some new Consequently, they are not taking with an infection after the fact. With
onto the next
s~art of winter treatments, but there is still no cure. the issue seriously.
HIV, there is no cure - prevention
ribbon
and
quarter.
Because of this, the number of
"It's another brick in that wall of risky behaviors is key.
forget
to
AIDS and victims continues to increase. that people are building," she said.
"If we remain quiet, then in
remember after
HIV
are LeMond said the fastest growing
LeMond said there· is concern some ways we're condoning the
the events end
pertinent issues group of people becoming infected about the new treatments becoming behavior," LeMond explained.
and
the
The HIV /STD Prevention
~~~dents !~eYi ;ith th~vi: is. ~o~en, fol~owed available - many people see this as
attention slows,
as community
g mJec ors an gay signifying a cure. She stressed these Program is doing this through
she explained.
are not cures. '
creative programming and silTlply
"I
invite
members a nd
"We need to be consistent in
The drugs are capable of creating a presence on campus,
people
to
area ·residents. talking about the reality of AIDS," reducing the viral load. However, Faundeen said.
practice World
Acco rd ing to she explained.
they are expensive and for the
Faundeen works with awareness
Tonya Faundeen
AIDS
Day
LcMond, one
Faundeen noted many people in treiitments to be effective, the and programming throughout
COORDINATOR FOR HIV/STD
every
day,"
out of 300 St. Cloud still have the rural mind infected person must follow a rigid Minnesota's state universities.
"
PREVENTION
PROGRAM
Faundeen said.
regime and never stop taking the Nicholle Thery helps with the
As part of
drugs. If they do the virus could programming at SCSU, while Corie
the observation
develop a resistance. LeMond Beckewann, works with the
of this day, the Whitney Senior :~!~~:.:~t;! ~~~tationwide is · aren't willing to deal with it.," she noted the cost to treat every person financial aspects of the project.
Center fe<l.tured AIDS Vocal Visiot1,
said.
infected with the virus each year
According ~o Faundeen, the
an art exhibit by two women in the
As the years go by, more people
According to Faundeen, some would be $23 billion.
money for the program is from a
grant
from
the
Minnesota
Department of Health. She has
to justify her uses of those
funds and gear the prog'rammiryg
so it is inclusive and not
exclusive.
.
"I'm always looking for new
ideas and ways lo make it more
effective," she said.
Faundeen said a key is getting
involved with each school and
finding out what works and what
does
nor.
For
example,
programming for the more
conservative
Bemidji
State
University in northern Minnesota
would not be effective if used al
Metropolitan State University in the
Twin Cities, Which is mostly
nontraditional and international
students.
"A lot of times, it's just getting
people to be comfortable," she
said.
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

It's another brick
in the wall that
people are
building ( against
education and
awareness),

~Joo '
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Contact the Minnesota AIDS

Lori Kallestad, post-secondary student, passes bags lining the entrance to the Atonement Lutheran Church Monday night The
children of Area Student Center decorated these bags in memory of children who have died ot AIDS.

;r;t(//t. ~jti;gT~ 25;~1::n~i:; ~
Progmm at 255-4850.

Loewen exposes ~extbook Iles
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

actually do not kn_~w much about
history.
He explained students are not

A timely topic and "a wellknown author brought out many
SCSU students Wednesday night

given any frame of reference for
what !hey learn, which turns
students off to it.
"History does matter," Loewen
emphasized. "History is about us
and the way we learn it in the U.S.
makes us socially stupid."
The author went on tq explain

for a discussion on "Lies My
Teacher Told Me."
Race relations, a very current
issue for SCSU, was the subject of
James Loewen 's lecttire.
It was based on "Lies My the many Ways people misleam
Teacher Told Me: Everything Your history about race relations, even at
High School History Textbook Got a time- when sociaJ ,consciousness is
Wrong," Loewen's award-winning at an all time high.
critique of existing textbooks and a
One of the most glaring
re-telling of American history.
omissions found in the 12
"We are very privileged to have history books Loewen studied
Mr. Loewen here," said SCSU concerned the Lincoln-Douglas
President Bruce Grube, who Debate of 1858. Loewen calls this
introduced the author. "He has quite the most important debate in U.S.
a reputation."
history.
..Loewen first discussed the
On average, coverage of
inspiration for his book and his the debate was about seven
interest · in the subject of textbook paragraphs long and contained two
inaccuracies.
photos. He said there were quotes
He explained he was shocked and both men were made to look
when, while teaching at a black like heroes.
college in Tougaloo, Miss., his
''Textbooks make a hero of
students had .a very unrcali:Stic view • almost everyone they talk about,"
of the reconstruction period after he said. "For example, when they Sara Kirk/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHF.R
the Civil War. As he probed them try to protect us from a racist
James Loewen spoke Wednesday night in Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium on the topic ot racial
further, he realiz(,d just how many Lincoln, they hurt us."
enurs had been fed to them in their
The chronological method of issues and textbook inaccuracies. Racial issues have been a recent problem at SCSU.
high school history classes.
textbooks tends to leave out was perceived to be doing great.
"History is not to be
They tapped his phones, tried to
"History was a weapon used iii.formation about the Ku Klux
It . was a period when sabotage receptions for King and memorized," he said. "It is
against my students," Loewen said. Klan,
misinterprets
the lynching increased heavily and even failed to pass death threats on something to be thought about, with
He proceeded to team up with Reconstruction, and undermines advertisers showed black people to him.
effort so that we may change our
other academic people
''The government's response thinking."
being whipped to
and wrote a new
sell Cream of Wheat. during the Civil Rights movement
After answering questions, there
history of Mississippi.
The Civil Rights was wOCful," he said.
was also a· reception for Loewen
The book was first
Movement decades
According to Loewen, students and for · students wishing to
rejected by the state,
later did noLmake do not learn these facts because of purchase his book and get it
but after a lawsuit, was
•
the cut for t.oewen, SCared'15Ublishers who are more s;gnea.
Textbooks make a hero of
adopted by the state.
It was also a time, for mby
either.
concerned
with
promoting
As
Loewen
people
to
share
their
views on the
''Textbooks make nationalism than education.
almost everyone they talk about.
continued
his
"We're supposed to put our program.
the
Federal
James Loewen
teaching, though, he
"Honestly,
I think
the
Government
the hands on our hearts and salute the
learned it was not only
AUTHOR OF "I.JES MY TEACH ER TOLD ME"
heroes
of
the flag when ~e read these books," presentation was good and the
his students who had
audience really got a lot out of it,"
movemt;nt," Loewen explained Loewen.
received a raw deal.
said.
Instead of giving students an said junior James Andrews, who
''Th.is is not only a Mississippi the importance of the passing of the
Instead, J. Edgar Hoover was education, the author said he has also read boewen's book.
problem; this is a United States 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments.
trying to destroy Martin Luther believes the history classes high "Whether it will make a difference
problem," he said.
Even when race relations were King Jr., with the permission school students are subjected to or not is based on each individuaJ in
He explained history is one of at an all-time low between 1890 of Secretary of State Bobby are stealing the past from the audience, but at least it sparked
the least liked subjects by students and I920, Loewen said that Kennedy.
something."
Americans.
because it is ~ught by teachers who according to textbooks, America

AN ARMY SCHOLARSHIP COULD
HELP YOU THROUGH MEDICAL SCHOOL
The U.S. Army Health Professions
Scholarship Program offers a unique
opportunity for financial support to medical or osteopathy students. Financial
support includes a monthly stipened plus
tuition, books, and other course related
expenses.
For information concerning eligibil. ity, pay, service obligation and application
procedure, contact your local Army
Health Care Recruiter:

6I~171iJ-1iJ~r
ARMY MEDICINE.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www.goarmy:com
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Pagers ease communication .problems
by Muriah Miller

, cell
phone for emergency
purposes."
Price ranges of cellular phones
With the constant progress of a:nd pagers vary depending on
technology in the world, more and quality, range of connection, and
more people are entering the company or rate plan.
consumer market of wireless
Most companies selling pagers
communication.
hold-steady with a regular price .of
For years, people's perceptions $30-$60 for the pager itself with the
of pagers or cellular telephones rate
plan · being
were far different than ideas present additional and usually
today, and contrary to popular costing from $8-$20
· ·belief, purchasing one of these per month charge for
items can be relatively inexpensive. the
service (local.
As usage increases, questions · coverage).
arise such as: Are the pagers and
Cellular telephone
phones cost effective? Are they usage
has
grown
beneficial? And most importantly, immensely . in this
are they useful?
_
country and worldwide,
Local Cellular 2000 salesman arid has seen many
Rob Lindholm explained the different . companies
significance of owning a fonn· of enter the market.
wireless communication.
In addition to Cellular 2000,
"I would consider a cellular AT&T has joined the forces and
phone a need," LindhOlm said. created the division of ''wireless
"With college students traveling so services" within the company.
much and the winter's bad road
A representative at AT&T
conditions, I would recommend a Wirele~ Services in St. Cloud said
STAFF WRITER

she would strongly recommend a
AT&T ofCers two. different and pager usage has become more
cellular phone or pager on a college contraCts for the phone. The first is widespread with opinions being
budget.
. the digital plan which basically is mostly positive.
"Cell phones are· beneficial "no contract."
"Pagers and cell phones are so
because of the on the spot
A set rate is paid for the corivenient because they keep you
a';ailability of the person," she telephone, and a rate plan is set up connected with the _world," said
explained. 'They are very for the service, either based on junior Matt Christenson. "I like the
cdnvenient and come in handy month or minutes.~
fact that people can reach me
in emergency and lravel situations.:•
The second is the analog whenever they need me."
contract,
which
For students like Christenson
entails purchasing who already own aJ}d use a form of
the phone, and then wireless communication, the effects
setting up a rate are beneficial. Students exploring
plan for a period of these modes of communication are ·
time - usually 12 seeking information on usefulness
months.
and effectiveness.
Both companies
"I am sure I could handle
seem
customerthe cost on a college budget,'' said
. Adam Gaetz
oriented. According freshman Adam Gaetz. "I would
FRESHMAN .
to Lindholm, some prefer a pager though, i' really like
extra bonuses are the idea of screening my calls."
available arCellular
According to varicius sources,
Securing phone service from 2000 for students.
pagers and cellular telephones arc
''After the student purchases a viewed as useful, cost effective, and
AT&T or Cellular 2000 is done
by first purchasing the phone phone ($40-$50), we offer · them beneficial.
to . keep and then choosing a plan 200 minutes free," he said.
"I wOOld definitely recommend
that is right for the individual
Most everywhere in society, as · a pager or cell phone for a college
customer.
·
well as here on Campus, cell phone student,''. Lindholm said.

I am sure I could handle the cost
on a college budget.

are
n~mlmldtate~!
As the academic )'(!ilr moves forward, and you consider
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your career options ahead, consider the diversity and
challenges of Management ConSulting at Ernst & Young.
Here, learning is not an event, but an ongoing, indispensable
part of our culture. Currently, we're seeking energetic and
insightful students with excellent academic records to intern
within our Management Consulting p_ractice - INhich is
growing at a rate double the estimated average for all other
consulting firms.
You already know the advantages associated with choosing a top

disahilitv
~

- by interning with the pre-eminent professional services-firm in
the world -

Ernst & Young.

MEET WITH ERNST & YOUNG
ON CAMPUS

For consideration, please forward your resu~e
to your University Career Center, or:
Tiffany Beard, Campus Recruiter,
Ernst & Young LLP, 233 South Wad.er

. Drive, Chicago, IL 60606; fax (312)
879-3611; or E-mail: tiffany.beard@ey.com.
Plea~ visit our web site at:
http://wW'N.ey.com. No phone calls please.

THERE isN'T A BustNEss WE CAN'T IMPROVE'"
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student

school. Now, you have the opportunity to.continue that tradition

Open House: January 14, 1998
Summer Internship Interview Day:
February 10, 1998
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/garages $35.
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3-bdrm. apt., in a house.
Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.
1 BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.
in a house. Private bathroom and
krtchen. No pets. Parking 253-5340. ·
HOUSE FOR RENT:
7-bdrm. house across from campus.
Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 2559585.
$185/MONTH FOR FALL '97
single room in large 4-bdrm. apt.
basic cable,- OW, micro. On bus line.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.

~~=

Classifieds

2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdrm. 253-1154,
Select Prop.
RAMBLER DUPLEX
3-bdrm. apt., $225/a rm., S.E. side
campus bus line, qUieVprofessionat
residential area. .Private entry, LN,
D/W, non-smoker, no pets. Avail.
12/1. "1rginia, 259-4540 (D), 2550479 (E). ·
4-BDRM. APT. $295/MO. June, ·July and Aug. Bas~ cable
included, micro., DW, A/C, miniblinds, High Point Apartments. 2599673.
FEMALE SUB-LEASER NEEDED
A.S.A.P
4-bdrm. spacious apt. 1 block from
campus. Dec. RENT PAID! Call or
leave message 202-1712.

SUB-LEASER WANTED
avail. immediately. Male or female

SUBLETS AVAIL
call today. All your housing needs,

leave message.

251-1814.
-~CH~A~R~LA=M~Al=N=E~A=PT=s~.-

~~;~i:;;::;.. g;/ri= 259

HIGH POINT APT.
rent your ·own room $185/month.
Includes basic cable, DW, micro.
Located on the Metro Bus line, close
to campus and downtown. Call 2599673.
1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available! for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240.9483. •
2-BDRM.
in 4-plex • by Halenbeck Hall.
SummernaI1. Call 251-8941.
SINGLE ROOMS
$185/mo., close to campus, offstreet parking. Low security deposit.
Heat, water, garbage & cable
included. Kris 259-9673.

3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.
APT.
.
in a hoose. Laundry, rio pets. 2535340.

$370/MO. 1-BDRM. APT.
$200 deposrt, low app. fee. Includes
heat, water & garbage. S.E. location
on bus line. On-site laundry. 654-

8300.

.

2-BDRM. $425/MO.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
C,aIT1)us Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
$185/mc. heat pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
. Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well cared-for building
with classic design. New unit and
common-area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpools, spa, DW, and micros.
Call 240-0234 to take a look.
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Policies:
• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitlltes two lines: $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been .
established with the University Chronicle.
Cl;lssified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run accofding to the;! amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, Classifieds Manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
$100 OFF OF 1ST MONTH'S
RENT
1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on bus line. $370$445/mo. LarQe rooms. · Low
security deposits. Heat, water and
parking pd. Northern Mgmt. 6548300.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rents. Shc;irt-tenn leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.
1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4 bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Bas~ util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED
·$215/mc., heat pd. ca11202-121f
FURNISHED APT.
close to SCSU & downtown, offstreet parking. Victorian home,
$275. Plus elec. & TV. Prefer
professor, married couple, or
responsible females. Call 252-3449.
MALE
avail. 12/1, $215/mc. heat pd. Call
202-1211.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
SINGLE ROOMS
avail. immediately. $179/mo. Heat
pd., 253-1154.

1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
DUPLEX
male $225 shared, professional $370-$445/mc. Large rooms .,o.d_ _ _ ROOMS fOR-RENT
neighDOrhnod near camp'us--;- bUs -<:looets. Lots.DI windows with blinds. avalt. lmmed. omr stngle, all
parking with plug-ms. Heat double. Close to campus. Amy 320line, non-smoking, no pet, laundry, Off-street
96:,. 6152 _
DW, new appl. Avail. 12/1. Virginia pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
255·0479H, 259-4540W.
AFFORDABLE
OLYMPIC II
WYNDEMERE APTS.
1 & 2-bdrm. apts. on S.E. ~de. 3 - 4 bdrms. Near Hockey Center. 42·bdrm. $270/mo. Clean, quiet $370-$445/mo. On bus line. Heat, bdnn. split units with two full baths.
building w/ outdoor deck. Call Marc water, garbage & parking pd. . DW, micros., security, garages, and
at 25 1.1249_
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
ports. Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.

NO MORE ROOMMATES

1 ROOM EFFICIENCY
in clean, quiet building. Utilities
included. 259-9434.
MALE TO SHARE
3-bdrm. house with 2 others. 2599434.
MALE TO SHARE
4-bdrm. apt. Heat pd., private room,
near SCSU, DW, new carpet. 251·
6005.

CAMPUS EAST
large 4 bdrms. with two full baths.
Extra storage. OW, garage~,
securify. Heat pd. Results, 253·
0910.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2·
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdnn. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mc. each. Call
252-2633.
1 BDRM. APT.
sublease, needed $370/mcnth, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking inciuded.
Gall 654-1854.

PRIVATE ROOM
for female ir) 4-bdnn. apt, heat pc;!.,
FEMALE SINGLE ROOMS
DW, campus·close, quiet and clean. ' $169 to $259. Furnished, laundry,
251-6005.
TV area, lg. rooms, flex. leases, heat
pd., util. fixed $11. Parking, 8th and
SUB-LEASER NEEDED
9th Ave. 253-4222, Andy. Model
1 block from campus, $245/mc. 1 College of Hair Design.
monttl's rent and securify deposn
already pd. Call 251-4160; 255SUB-LEASER WANTED
1274.
apt. in house avail. 12/1. 3 blks. from
campus $195/mc. Heat pd., private
STATEVIEW
entrance.
240-9706,
leave
4 bdnn. units on campus. Two message.
showers, DW, micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.

WINDSOR WEST
4 bdrm. Units and bi-leve~. Two full
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.
4BDRM.APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd St. .Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/mc. Call 259-1500 Jon.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdnn units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. Results
Property Management. 253-091 o.

For Sale
WEIGtn:.SET
255 lbs. steel weights, 45 lbs.bar,
curt bar wnh curl attachment, leg
attachment, heavy duty bench incln.
and flat. Call 584-8092.

Notices

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
Nazareth did not exist until the 4th
century when Emperor Constantine,
who made the Roman Universal
Church the state religion of Rome
(325 AD), became embarassed
about it and so renamed a town
Nazareth. Jesus of Nazareth ls
100% myth. There is a sucker born
again every minute. Those who
threaten others wtih infinite torture
are terrorists (e.g. clergy).
Christianity is terroristic. Question
religion. Atheism is true. Our
calendar did not exist until only 412
years ago.

-Jesus of Nazareth

Attention
11 SPRING BREAK SHOPPING
DAYS LEFT!
t!QYl IS THE TIME TO
GUARANTEE THE LOWEST
RATES AND BEST HOTELS.
PRICES WILL INCREASE DEC.
15TH! LEISURE TOURS HAS
PACKAGES TO SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN,
JAMAICA
AND
:FLORIDA. GROUP DISCOUNTS
FOR 6 OR MORE! 800-83IH!203
OR WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
INNER PEACE BOOKS
a treasure hunt for gifts at INNER
PEACE BOOKS. Unique jewelry,
pewter sculptures, crystal wands,
tarot cards, gemstone candles,
crystals, stones, fascinating books
and more. 6 blocks W. of
Crossroads Shopping Center in
white house just past Burger Time.
320-253-1817.
ALL
MERCHANDISE · DISCOUNTED
Dec. 6 and 7.
FREE CASH GRANTS!
college, scholarships, business,
medical bills. Never repay. TolUree
1-800-218-9000 ext. R-3883 lor
listings.

SPRING BREAK '98
P,o\RENT SUPPORT GROUP!
married and single parents Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. For
more
info:
Call 1-800-446·8355.
welcome. Meetings held Fridays in
Stewart Hall 103 from 1 p.m. to 2, www.sunbreaks.com.
p.m. Call Counseling Center for
GO.VT FORECLOSED HOMES
questions. 255-3171.
from pennies on $1. D~linquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1)·
800-218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

SPRING BREAK '98
Mazatlan with College Tours airfare,
7 nights in hotel, transfers, and

parties. For brochure, earnings
and/or FREE trip.1-800-395-4896.
(www.collegetours.com)

CASHIER
20hrs./wk. Must work well wth

children. Apply in person. Outer
limits, Crossroads Shopping
Center.
NEED SOME EXTRA MONEY?

PARKJNG AVAIL
1 block from campus, $Hi/mo. can
Select Properties, 253-1154.
.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs: Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party

package, discounts. 1-800-3664786. httpJtwww.mazexp.com
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT! ?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

Germain St., · Suite 205, St.
Cloud.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special oo
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard

• Headquarters and an other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

Employment
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
POSmONS AVAILABLE
BTW or. classroom, will train, very
le~ble hours. Gall 255-9667.
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part-time caretaker position at
LaPaz Community (located · near
campus)._ Responsibilities. include:
cleaning/maintaining
hallways,
laundry room & community room,
lawn maintenance, snow removal, &
minor repairs. Great job for a
student!
Deadline
12/10.
Applications available at Catholic
Charities, Housing Services, 1252
32ndAve. N., St. Cloud, MN 56301.
EEO/AA

CUB FOODS EAST AND WEST
is currently hiring for the following
part•time positions: Cashiers - all
hours. FF/Dairy - 3 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Bakery - 2 p.m.
10 p.m.
Maintenance - 3 p.m. - 8 p.m. Deli 3p.m. -10p.m.
EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS IN
THE GROWING AELD OF
HEALTH CARE
-LP.N. - Day or evening hours
-Nursing Assistant - PT evening
hours. Free classes to become
certified.
-Di~tary Aide - PT evening hours
Apply in person or call: Country
Manor Health Care & Rehab Center
520 1st St. N.E. Sartell, MN
(320)253-1920. EOE/AA
· $1,000WEEKLY!!
stuff envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. FIT, PIT. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send ooe stamp to: N•
126, 12021 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025

ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL
has a variety of part-time positions
that work well with your school
schedule! For a great work
experience and more info., view our
job posting in ·the Student
Employmen1 Oljice in the Admin.
.Bldg #101 or call us a1 #255-5650 to
request an application.
'Food Service Aide
$6.42/hr.
•Health Unit Coord.
$8.1M1r.
•Patient Care Extender I $8.18/hr.
•Patient Care Assistant
$7.19/hr.
*Unit Support
$7.19/hr.
•Housekeeping Assoc.
$6.7M1r.
•we seek responsible individuals
who have worked in culturally
diverse environments.
•EOE-Drug/Alcohol Screen
•smoke-free environment
'· GYMNASTICS COACHES
WANTED
must have pos~ive attitude, ability to
work well with children, and
knowledge or willingness to learn
_the sport. Gall Gymnastics Academy
of St Cklod, 251-4m.
PART-TIME LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
WAREHOUSE POSmONS
avail. in Sauk Rapids. Flexible hours
with min. of 3--hr. shifts and up,
during the hours of 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Starting
wage $5.50/hr. Fill out appl. at: CSI
Sports, 360 Industrial Blvd. Sauk
Rapids, MN 56379
SPRING BREAK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.

il"Bur

RESEARCH ANALYST
Property Casualty Insurance
company is· seeking· a top.quality
trainee to join our Research and
Product Development team. •Rate
Maintenance· requires that, within
our computer system, rate formulas
and tables be maintained to reflect
pricing decisions and accommodate
changing legal requirements.
Research requires the collection
and analysis of information relevant
to an issue using analytical tools to
identify the source of a problem and
the ability to illustrate it.
The successful candidate wHI have
excellent verbal and written
communication skills, stro'ng math
skills, and be able to work
independently. A BA degree is
required, preferable with a
background in Mathematics and /or
Statistics. The candidate will be
required to gain knowledge and
proficiency with various software
packages relating to pricing
research and competitive. analysis
including:
SPPSS,
lotus,
WordPer1ect and R:Base. A
willingness · _to participate in
continuing education specific to the
goals of this position is essential. A
knowledge of property casualty
insurance is a plus.
We offer a competitive salary,
comprehensive benefits, a working
environment designed to encourage
personal and professional growth.
To apply, please send resume to:
Michelle Elliott
Human Resources
FIRE AND CASUALTY
10225 Yellow Circle Drive
Minnetonka, MN 55343
Fax: (612) 939-7117
EOE, a smoke-free environment

$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
info. c,11410-783-8275.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
the Sl Cklod Chi~ren's <Jome is
accepting appt for part time and tun
time Child C.are Counselor
positions. SCCH works with a
diverse population of adolescents
from throughout the state of Minn.
Afternoon, evening; overnight, and .
wknd. hours avajl. Appl. must be 21 ·
yrs. of age. Starting rate for
overnight positions: $7.33, other
positions: $8.03. Includes pd.
Vacation, holiday and health
insurance. l ocated near campus.
Ideal positions for Human Service
Majors! Appl. are avail. at Catholic
Charities, St. Cloud Children's
Home, 1726 71h Ave: S., St Cloud,
MN 56301. EEO/AA.
HHA•CNA•PCA
dependable, caring people rieeded.
4- 40 hrs., a.m., p.m. & wk.ends.
Good pay & benefits. Attemalive
Choice Health Services. 654-6031,
or 1-800-949-1474.
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country living
Shoppers, Dept R40, 251 N.
Dupoot Hwy., Sutte 117, Dover, DE
19901.
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part lime. At home. Toll Free 1·800·
218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for listings.
$1,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. Al home.
Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. R3883 for listings.

-

ger Eat·ing
.
Contestlt
••

Embers

0

ROW MUCK OF A GOOD
THING CAN YOU KANDI.I?

Saturda~, December 6th
Midnight
104.7 KCLD "Live" 10 pm-I am!
Register anytime. Must be present at 11 :45 pm for the drawing of the six contestants.
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Degree programs for your future at the University of North Dakota

Graduate St~dy ·at UND
It's been seven months since the historic Flood of '97 focused the attention
of the nation on Grand Forks, North Dakota, The flood waters are long
gone, and the city is coming back, stronger and more vibrant than ever.
Just like the city, the University of North Dakota has made repairs and
renovations, and is back with vigor and a renewed commitment lo
excellence. With state-of-the-art facilities and'nationally respected facalty,
the University cofltinues to offer one of.the stroniest graduate prqgrams in
the region. Consider the advantages of graduate education at UND:

Graduate Degrees at UND
Anatomy & Cell Biology
Bioche'I!istry & Molecular Biology

B)ology
Business Administration
Business Education
Chemical Engineering

Chemistry_
Civi l Engineering
Clinical Laboratory Science
Communication
Computer Science
Counseling
Counseling Psychology
Early Childhood Educa1ion
Education - General Studies
Educational Administration
Electrical Engineering
Elementary Education
E;ncrgy El)ginccring
English
Geography
Geology

Hi story
Industrial Technology
Linguistics
Mathematics
Mechanical Enginpcring
. Microbiology

Music
Nursing
Pharmacology
Physical Education
Physical Therapy
Physics
Physiology
Psychology
Public Administration
Reading Education
Social Work
Sociology
Space Studies
Special Education
Speech-Language Pathology
Teaching and Learning
Theatre Arts
Visual Arts
Vocational Education

M.S., Ph.D.
M.S., Ph.D.
M.S., D.A., Ph.D.
M.B.A.
M.S.
M.S., M.Engr.
M.S. , Ph.D.
M.Engr.
M.S.

* Largest comprehensive research university within the Dakotas, Montana
and western Minnesota
* Highly favorable student-to-faculty ratio
* A public institution with a private-school atmosphere
* A beautiful, spacious campus
* High-quality, accredited programs
* Reasonable tuition
* A progressive city opening up new avenues of development
* An exteizsive array of cultural attractions, sporting events and
recreational opportunities
* Convenient, inexpe"nsive housing on campus
* Excellent school system
* Comprehensi-ue regional health care facilities
Application
Application for admission should be submitted as early as possible - preferably before March
15 for enrollment in the followi ng fall semester - and should be completed no later than two
months prior to registration. Some programs have specific and earl ier application deadlines.

Financial Assistance
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M.A.
Ph.D.
M.S. •
M.S.
M.S ., M.Ed., Ed.S., &I.D., Ph.D.
M.S., M.Engr.
M.S. , M.Ed.
Ph.D.
M.A. , Ph.D.
M.A., M.S., M.Ed.
M.A., M.S., Ph.D.
M.A.,D.A.
M.S.
M.A.
M.S ., M.Ed.
M.S., M.Engr.
M.S., Ph.D .

11
~::

teaching assistantships, research .assistantships, schOlarships, fellowships and tuition waivers.

Want To Learn More?
. You can contact the Graduate School directly by calling (701) 777-2784 or by writing to:
Graduate School, University of North Dakota, P.O. Box 7053, Grand Forks, ND 58202-7053 .
UND's menu system on the Internet, UNDinfo, may he accessed at http://www.und,edu. To
contact the Graduate School by e-mail, send to undgrad@mail.und.nodak.edu.
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Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ __

~

I
I
I
I
I

_ _ _ __ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __

Phone(._______) _ _ _ __

E-mail address _

_ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Undergraduate college/university _ __ _ __ _ Month/year of graduation _ __

D fall • O spring D summer I
I
I
D Application for admission
Application for on-campus housing:
I
D G_raduate School viewbook
D Residence hall
I
0 UNO Catalog
D Apartment
I
I
D Financial aid/scholarship
I
Dotho, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

Year you expect to enter: 19 _ _ Semester you expecl to emer·
Please send me the following information:

I

Internet: http://www.imd.edu
E-mail: undgrad@mail.und.nodak.f!dU

_ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Ci ty _ _ _ __

We're as close as your phone11

LJ'AID
1- Boo C•JILL
J'1
fV,

_

Proposodgrnduateprogram______

_

__

I
I Clipoutthisfom,andmailitto:

I
I
I

GraduateSchool
University of North Dakota
P.O. Box 7053
Grand Forks, ND 58202-7053
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